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A framework of definitions for, and questions about, notions of computability, complexity, 
and logic for term algebras is built around known results in the literature and the current 
work. The term algebra for finite binary trees and various classes of programs for computing 
on them, a class similar to LISP being the most powerful, serve as a focus. Several interesting 
classes of programs less powerful than LISP are obtained by varying the functions and 
predicates available in the programming language. It is shown how they relate to one another 
and then some of their properties are explored. For example, there is a class powerful enough 
to compute all the partial recursive functions on the natural numbers that is neither 
sufficiently powerful to code the binary trees into the natural numbers nor to recognize any 
set that is both infinite and coinfinite. A simple logic sufficient to talk about trees and LISP- 
like computations is given and it is suggested that certain pebble games provide very 
reasonable measures of complexity of trees. It is also indicated how various particular results 
give further insight into such fundamental notions as Turing computable and recursively 
enumerable. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Although people have been doing computations with numbers for a very, very long 
time and have been looking for good algorithms for a very long time, only for the last 
hundred years has much thought been given to what numbers really are and only for 
the last fifty have people been thinking about what computation and algorithm mean; 
only for the last thirty or so years have people worked intensively on building devices 
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to carry out computations. These devices, once built, led people to think about the 
best ways to use them, and circling back, to the best ways to think about them. We 
learned from our experience in using these devices that we often “compute” on things 
other than numbers. So we now can ask, what are those nonnumber kinds of things 
and what should computing on them mean? 
That question has already been answered in a fundamental way. Computers can 
deal only with finite or inductively defined sets and an essential part of what Godel 
showed was that any inductively defined set can be coded into the natural numbers 
and any simple operations on them can be translated into corresponding functions on 
the natural numbers. So, in a perfectly valid sense, we may as well restrict our 
investigations of computations to functions on the natural numbers that are 
algorithmically computable-these being what we call the partial recursive functions. 
Indeed, from this basic point of view we may just as well think only about bit strings. 
Valid as we really believe that point of view to be, we also think it may be fruitful 
to investigate certain inductively defined sets and try to do computations on them in 
their own terms. 
Let us say a little bit about what we mean by “in their own terms.” What makes 
recursive function theory work, so to speak, is that the natural numbers are defined 
inductively, so functions on them can be defined inductively and an induction prin- 
ciple holds for them. In the same way, an inductively defined set has its “own terms” 
and it seems to us quite reasonable to see what can be said about such a set by 
staying, or trying to stay, within the structure inherent in its definition rather than 
destroying or at least disfiguring it by coding it into the natural numbers. 
We have chosen to think about finitely generated free term algebras because they 
seem to be the most concrete kind of inductively defined sets. They include well 
known and much used computer science examples such as trees and strings and 
Herbrand universes and they are well known to logicians. Programs provide a 
method of computing on them that harmoniously uses and preserves their inductive 
structure-LISP is the living example. 
This approach shares certain aspects with recursive data types and abstract data 
types, see, for instance, [8, 9, 12, 13, 28, 19, 4 1, 441 and other aspects with initial 
algebras as in [7]; we do not attempt to discuss these here. Still other aspects relate 
to the kinds of coding and complexity questions investigated by Lynch and Blum in 
[22, 231 and in Lynch [2 11; these are discussed to some extent in this paper. The 
logic questions we consider relate to work on LISP verification by McCarthy [26], 
on programming logics by Constable [2], a number of classical results from logic 
and other work on term algebras by Nelson and Oppen [27] and Kozen [ 151; many 
of these connections will be outlined. The complexity results we obtain are based on 
methods established by Paterson and Hewitt [29] and use various kinds of pebbling 
arguments; these connections are also sketched. 
This is the first of three papers where we will present the results of our 
investigations into the computability, complexity, and logic of finitely generated free 
term algebras. The other two are Venkataraman [42] and Hawrusik [lo]. Many, but 
by no means all, of the results of these papers were reported in our joint paper [ 11). 
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Our work has focused on a term algebra whose standard model is the set of all finite 
binary trees, but we have also obtained results about term algebras whose standard 
models are strings of symbols and we have results on term algebras in general. We 
have several properties that a class of programs must have in order for it to compute 
all the Turing computable functions for a term algebra A. For each A we give a 
finitely axiomatizable theory that exactly represents this class of functions (Sections 6 
and 7 of this paper). In [42] we report on the decidability of the existential fragment 
of that logic. In [lo] and Sections 3-5 of this paper we investigate subclasses of 
programs that can be defined by form (as opposed to, say, extrinsically defined 
complexity such as “computable in so and so time”), establish the relations of 
inclusion, and inequality, among them and establish whether or not certain properties 
of the partial recursive functions hold for them. In [lo] we use certain of these 
subclasses of programs to investigate various notions of what the complexity of a 
binary tree may mean and relate them to one another. 
Section 2 contains the basic definitions and a survey of many relevant known 
results; into this context are placed most of the results referred to in the previous 
paragraph. The format of Section 2 is aphoristic: short paragraphs that are followed 
by numbered “items.” These items can be examples, statements of well-known results, 
statement of our results, a theorem with proof, and general conclusions. Although the 
style chosen may be rather unusual, to write more seemed too long and even more 
like a textbook, yet to write less seemed to exhibit insufficiently the sources of our 
ideas and the connections among them. 
We assume the reader is familiar with the basic ideas and theorems of recursive 
function theory and logic (see Rogers [38], Shoenlield [39], or even [44])-these are 
necessary throughout-and is slightly familiar with complexity, especially pebbing 
(see Pippenger [ 321). 
2. DEFINITIONS AND SURVEY 
Let {ai,..., a,,} be a finite set of constant symbols and let {f,,..., f,} be a finite set 
of function symbols. The finitely generated free term algebra (abbreviated henceforth 
by t.a.) A is the set of all terms that can be obtained by a finite number of 
applications of the following: 
If ai is a constant symbol, then a, E A and if 4 is a k-space 
function symbols and f i ,..., t, E A, then jj(t i ,..., tk) E A. 
(Thefs will be referred to as the constructor functions; sometimes the constructor 
functions are called operators and the constants are called atoms or generators.) 
ITEM 1. We denote by N the t.a. on the constant symbol 0 and the one-plane 
function symbol S. The set of natural numbers is the standard interpretation of N. 
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ITEM 2. The t.a. on the constant symbol /i and the one-place function symbols 
S , ,..., S, is called S,. The set of all strings on m symbols is the standard inter- 
pretation of S,. 
ITEM 3. Let B denote the t.a. on the constant symbol (i and the two-place 
function symbol b. The set of all finite binary trees is the standard interpretation of B. 
We use this fact often since it is easier to look at a picture of a binary tree than to 
look at the term itself. All interior nodes are understood to correspond to b’s and all 
leaf nodes correspond to /1. Thus Fig. la shows a picture of the term 
WA b(AA)),A). w e wish to do this inductively, so we let /i correspond to a 
point, and if t and t’ are terms, b(t, t’) is pictured in Fig. lb; we mean by this that the 
tree denoted by t is grafted on at the indicated node, similarly for t’. 
Two terms t, t’ E A are equal, write t = t’, if they are (symbolically) identical, i.e., 
t = t’ iff either t and t’ are both the same constant symbol, or if t isf,(tl,..., tk) and t’ 
is fj(t; ,..., t;), then i = j, k = k’, and ti = t; for 1 < i < k. 
We shall also be interested in the predicate subterm, write t < t’, defined by t < t’ 
iff either t = t’, or if t’ = fi(t, ,..., tk), then t < t, or . . . or t < t,. We shall use t < t’ as 
an abbreviation for [t < t’-r\-t # t’]. 
ITEM 4. In N, S@(O)) g S(W(O>)>. 
ITEM 5. In S,, S,(S,V)) < S,P,(S,(S*(~)))) 
S*(S*(S,(S,(~)))). 
and S*(S*(A)) 4 
ITEM 6. In B, b(A, b(AA))< b(b(A b(AA)),A) and 
b(Ab(b(A,A),A)). 
A t t’ 
b 
FIG. 1. Trees for terms in FL 
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Though they are not part of the term algebra, we shall be considering the set of k 
selector functions, {sil 1 < i < k}, that is associated with each k-place constructor 
functionf: They are defined to satisfy; 
(i) For a constant symbol a, s,(a) = a, 1 < i < k, 
(ii) si(f(t* 9***3 tk)) = ti, 1 < i < k. 
(iii) For t not a constant, si(t) # t, 1 < i < k. 
(Our definition differs somewhat from others because we want the selector 
functions to be defined on the constants and equaL to them.) 
ITEM 7. For N, the selector function for S is usually called ~1. 
ITEM 8. For S,, the selector function s for Si is defined by s(A) =II and 
s(Si(t)) = t. 
ITEM 9. For B, the selector functions for b (which is usually called CONS) are 
usually called CAR and CDR. However, in this paper we call them L and R for “left 
subtree” and “right subtree.” So, L(A) =II and L(b(t,, t2)) = t,, and R is similar. 
For a t.a. A, let LA denote the first order language with equality based on the 
same set of symbols on which A is written LA[f, p] denotes the extension of LA that 
includes the new function symbols f, ,..., f, and the new predicate symbols p, ,..., ps. 
We shall be particularly interested in 
ITEM 10. LA[<J. 
ITEM 11. LN and LN[+, x]. 
ITEM 12. LS, and LSm(*), where * is the symbol for concatenation. 
ITEM 13. LB. 
For a t.a. A, in imitation of Robinson [40] we let the following set of axioms be 
called QA: 
(a) The logical axioms. 
(b) The axioms for equality, 
where t is the maximum number of places any constructor function of A can have. 
(c) For each A, 1 < i < m, 
vx, * * * vxni vy, x,,) =f;.(y1,*-, Y,,) - A xj= Yj). 
ICj<ni 
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(d) For each distinct pair& andfi 
VX, ... vx,,vy, * * * vYnj If;:@, ,***, X”J f fi(Y, 9*-*7 Y,)l. 
(e) For each distinct pair a, and uj, ui # aj. 
Here QNf; pl is to denote the axioms on LA[f; p] that extend QA to include 
axioms that make the 7s and the p’s behave as they should. 
ITEM 14. QN[+, x] is Robinson’s original set of axioms for arithmetic without 
induction; he called it Q. 
ITEM 15. QS,[*] h as as its standard model the set of all strings on m symbols 
with concatenation. 
ITEM 16. QB has as its standard model the set of all finite binary trees. 
We shall be particularly interested in QA[<]; its axioms are those of QA plus: 
(f) The axioms of partial order, 
(g) For each A 
vx VY, ‘.’ V~‘Y,~ X~fi(Yl,...,Y,i)t,X=~(Y*,...,Y,i)v 
( 
V x<.Yi 3 
1 (j(tq i 
(h) Vx Vy((Num(x) A Num( y)) --) (x = y V x < y V y < x)). 
The Num(x) in the last axiom has not been defined. It will be definable in QA[<] 
and the definition will vary somewhat depending on the A in question. Nevertheless, 
the idea is clear enough; Num is to distinguish a subset of A which acts like the 
natural numbers so that, in particular, trichotomy holds. 
ITEM 17. For S, we define Num(x) by (x = ,4 V Vy(y < x + (y =A V 3z( y = 
s l(z))))>* 
ITEM 18. For B we define Num(x) by (x =A V Vy((y <A + (y =A V 3z(y = 
b(z, z))). In this case we also refer to the terms of B that satisfy Num as the “full 
binary trees,” FBT. 
We digress slightly to continue the idea about representing the natural numbers in 
any A. It is an instance of the general idea that simpler t.a.‘s can be embedded into 
more complicated ones “cheaply.” 
ITEM 19. Following Item 10, let a embed N into S, by a(0) = n and a(S(x)) = 
S,(a(x))* 
ITEM 20. Following Item 11, let /I embed N into B by p(O) = /1 and p(S(x)) = 
ww, P(x))* 
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ITEM 21. Let y embed S, into B by y(A) =II, y(S,(x)) = b(/l, y(x)), and 
Y&W) = w44 A 13 Y(X)>* 
The choice in Item 20 of how to embed N into B amounts to saying that the FBT 
of rank n, denoted by _n, is to represent the natural number n. Only this embedding 
has the following pleasant properties: 
(i) (FBT(x) A y < x) --+ FBT(y). 
(ii) The usual definition of + on B 
A+t=t, b(t,, t2) + t = b(t, + t, t, + t) 
acts homomorphically on FBT wrt. the usual + on N. 
(iii) Any automorphism of B is the identity on FBT. 
We return to the use of embeddings later and end this digression here. 
In this paper we assume of any A that it satisfies QA[<] and thus is completely 
free. We have not included the induction scheme that “comes with” each A because 
we do not need it for our present purposes. 
ITEM 22. For N with $ in LN or some extension, (o(O) A Vx(#(x) + ~(S(X)))) + 
V4(x). 
ITEM 23. For 9, with d in LB or some extension, (0(/i) A Vx Vy((#(x) A 4(y)) + 
!wX~ Y)) -+ vx d(x)* 
We mention them here only to indicate the connection between our work and some 
of the work on recursively defined data structures. As Hoare points out in [ 131 the 
definition of t.a. given here includes the notion of recursively defined data structures 
he proposes in that paper and as explored by others, Oppen [28] in particular. The 
induction schemes of Items 22 and 23 correspond to Hoare’s proof rule A4’. 
By “the first order theory of A[[; ~1” we mean the set of sentences of LA[f; p] 
that are true about A, where we understand A and the additional function and 
predicate symbols to be interpreted in the standard model of QA[f; p]. We write 
A[f; p] k 4 to indicate that Q is such a sentence. The first order theory of A[f; -p] is 
said to be decidable or undecidable depending on whether or not the set of true 
sentences is recursive. 
ITEM 24. The first order theories of N and of N[+] are decidable; see Presburger 
[341- 
ITEM 25. The first order theory of N[+, X] is undecidable, see Church [ l]. 
ITEM 26. The first order theories of S, and of S,[&] are decidable; see Rabin 
[361. 
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ITEM 27. Qume [35] shows that the first order theory of S,[*] is equivalent, by 
suitable codings, to the first order theory of N[+, X] and hence is undecidable. 
ITEM 28. Oppen [28] has shown that the first order theory of B is decidable. 
ITEM 29. McCarthy [26] has shown that the first order theory of B(<] is 
undecidable. 
A function from A to A (or predicate) is “definable” in a language, say LA[f; p], 
if there is a formula 4 in LA[f; p] such that the graph of the function is ((t, t’) 1 
Aif; pl t= TW, 01. 
ITEM 30. In S, the selector functions mentioned in Item 8 are definable in LS, ; 
for example, the selector for S, is ((x, y) ] x = y =/i V S,(y) = x}. 
ITEM 31. Both of the selector functions for B are definable in LB; in particular, 
R is {(x,y)I(x=y=A)V3z (z=b(z,y))}. 
ITEM 32. Robinson showed in [37] that x is definable in LN[+, I], where 1 is the 
divides predicate, and thus the first order theories of N[ t ,I ] and N[ t, X] are 
equivalent. 
ITEM 33. By an appropriate coding of N into S,, Quine [35 ] showed that the 
corresponding + and x are definable in LS,[ *] and by this means showed half of the 
result in Item 27. 
ITEM 34. As in the case of many undefinability results, we see that * is not 
definable in LS, or LS,[<] because the first order theory of S,[ * ] is undecidable but 
the first order theories for the other two are decidable. (See Item 26.) 
ITEM 35. Using the same argument with Items 28 and 29, we see that < is not 
definable in LB. 
DEFINITION 36. Definition 18 shows that FBT is definable in LB[,<]. 
ITEM 37. However, as we show in Section 4, no subset of B that is both infinite 
and co-infinite is definable in LB. So, in particular, neither FBT nor < is definable in 
LB. 
By “the theorems of QA[f; p]” we mean those sentences of LA[f; p] that are 
provable, in the usual sense, from the axioms QA[f; p] and we write QA[ f; p] t- Q 
to indicate that 4 is such a theorem. We shall say that QA[f; p] is decidable or 
undecidable depending on whether the set of theorems of QA[f; p] is recursive or 
not. 
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I 38. QN[+,X] is undecidable, see [40]. 
d 39. “Peano arithmetic” is something like QN[ +, x ] plus the appropriate 
ion scheme and is undecidable; see Giidel ]6]. 
1 40. That QS,[ ] * is undecidable follows directly from Items 33 and 38; it 
1110~s directly from Theorem 7.1. 
4 41. The undecidability of QB [ <] follows directly from Theorem 6.1. 
3ur type of computational process we take the deterministic regular abstract 
ms written on the same set of symbols on which the term algebra is written but 
ng =. These have program statements of the form 
Xi+-7 
If Xi = Xj then P, else P, 
While Xi # Xj do P, 
While Xi = Xj do P, 
p,;p, 
Print Xi, 
P, and P, are peviously defined programs, X:s are program variables, and r is 
ression in any of the following forms: 
xj 
constant symbol 
f(xjl Y.*) Xik)3 
for any natural number j 
of the given language 
where f is a k-place function symbol of the 
language and Xi,,..., Xg are program variables. 
a t.a. A, let the class of programs just defined be called PA. We assume our 
ms have finite length. The program variables (registers) include the input 
les and the class of programs with n input variables is denoted by P"A. The 
xd) interpretation of any program P E P"A, with n > 0, is a partial function 
i” + A. In case n = 0, there is no input and the standard interpretation is a 
of A. This is analogous to giving a Turing machine a blank tape, turning it on 
:ting it print what it wants. Thus the subset of A that is the interpretation of 
A is the set that P prints out. From now on, for n > 0, P"A will be used to 
D the class of n input PA programs as well as the corresponding class of 
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functions; for n = 0, P”A will be used to refer to the class of O-input programs and 
the corresponding set of elements of A. PA[$; p] denotes the class of programs like 
PA, but with the (auxiliary) function symbolsf- i ,..., f, and predicate symbols p, ,..., pI 
added to the programming language. 
ITEM 42. It is easy to show that PN computes all the partial recursive functions 
on the natural numbers. 
ITEM 43. It is easy to write a PS, program that computes *, and thus PS, = 
PS,[*]. It is less easy, but nevertheless possible, to write a PS, program to 
compute <. 
ITEM 44. As reported in [Ill, PB 5 PB[R] FPB[R, L]; the properness of the 
second inclusion is sketched in Section 4. One of these proofs also shows that no 
matter what PB [R, Ll-computable predicates are added to PB, the resulting class of 
programs is properly contained in PB[R, L]. In particular, PB[<] 5 PB[R, L]. 
ITEM 45. Similar to the + already defined for B there is a definition of x. In 
Section 3 we prove that PB[(], PB[+], PB[x], and PB[R] are all incomparable wrt. 
inclusion; also that PB[+, X] 5 PB[R, L]. 
We say that a class of programs PA[f; p] can generate A if there is a 
P E P’A[f; p] such that for all t E A, eventually P prints t. Even though there is a 
completely trivial (and fast) program in PN that generates N, for other t.a.‘s A, 
whether or not a class of programs can generate A (and if so, how quickly) turns out 
to be a crucial measure of the strength of that class. (In this situation our measure of 
time is based on a unit of time being the execution of an instruction, and “the ith 
element” means the ith term generated by the program. “A program generates a set in 
time t(i)” if the ith element is generated in time t(i). We allow that i#j does not 
guarantee that the ith element is different from thejth element.) 
ITEM 46. The PN program 
24-O 
Print Z 
z + S(Z) 
While Z = 0 do 
Print Z 
z + S(Z) 
generates N in time 3i. 
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ITEM 47. It is not hard to write a PS,[<] program that generates S, in time 
i log,(i). It is harder to write a PS, program that generates S,, and it seems to 
require more time. Dowd and Hawrusik [4] have one that does it in less than i3. 
ITEM 48. That PB[R,L] can generate B is a pleasant exercise. (Our program 
runs in about 12i.) 
ITEM 49. That PB, PB[,<], and PB[R] cannot generate B is reported in [ 1 1 ] and 
shown in Section 4. These results are central to many of our results, including several 
already mentioned, Item 44, in particular. 
By recalling the earlier discussion of embedding a simple t.a. A, into a less simple 
one A, we see that we can extend that idea to embed PA, into PA,. 
ITEM 50. PN embeds into PB by extending the map p (defined in Item 20) to the 
PN assignment statements so that /?(X t 0) is X t A in PB and p(Xt S(Y)) is 
Xc b( Y, Y) in PB. Thus, for P E PN, P(n) = m if and only if p(P) E PB and 
PVW(4) = P(m). 
ITEM 51. The map (x defined in Item 19 can be extended to embed PN into PS,. 
ITEM 52. Also PS, can be embedded in PB by the map y of Item 21. 
These observations have several interesting consequences. The first, though 
obvious, should be stated explicitly: there are PB and PS, programs to compute all 
the partial recursive functions on the natural numbers. Second, because of the 
embedding we can talk about coding or B into N or into S, in an intrinsic way by 
talking about coding into the images of the embeddings. Further, since the 
embeddings are cheap, we can talk about the complexity of such codings. If we ask 
how hard it is to code and decode B with respect to N or with respect to y(S,), we 
can ask equally well how hard it is to code and decode B with respect to /3(N) or with 
respect to y(S,). Then, the results cited in Items 44 and 47-52 give a kind of lower 
bound answer: there is no coding of B into P(N), or into y(S,), that can be decoded 
in PB. Later we shall be able to say something stronger on this matter. 
The appearently bizarre contrast between the fact that PB can compute all the 
partial recursive functions on the natural numbers but cannot code B into N leads us 
to investigate further the properties of PB programs. 
ITEM 53. As reported in [ 111, if P E PB and is total, then there is a P' E PB that 
has no while-do’s and is equivalent to P. This fact was pointed out to us by R. 
Statman. (Subsequently, we learned of similar theorems by Kfoury and by 
Urzyczyn.) Our proof is presented in Section 4. 
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ITEM 54. This means that although any total recursive function on N is 
computable by a PB program, if every PN program for computing it has a while-do, 
then no PB program that computes it can be total. 
ITEM 55. An immediate consequence is that no PB program can compute FBT. 
(By contrast, a rather simple PB[<] program that does compute FBT is given in 
Section 4.) Another consequence is that no PB program can compute the rank 
function. 
ITEM 56. In fact, as we shown in Section 4, a predicate is PB computable if and 
only if it is either finite or cofinite. And this has, as a consequence, the fact (already 
mentioned in Item 37) that a predicate is definable in LB if and only if it is finite or 
cofinite. 
ITEM 57. As reported in [ 1 l] and proved in Section 5, the set of total PB 
programs is r.e. but not recursive. We also show that the sets of total PB[<] 
programs and of total PB[R] programs are each n, complete. 
We say a class PA[f; p] can compute its selector functions if it can compute the 
selector functions of its constructor functions. 
ITEM 58. It is trivial to write a PN program to compute -L. 
ITEM 59. It is not easy to write a PS, program to compute the S, selectors 
unless we already have the program that generates S,. 
ITEM 60. That PB cannot compute R or L was mentioned in Item 44. 
ITEM 61. It is fairly easy to see that if a class PA[f; p] can generate A, then it - - 
can compute its selectors. 
Suppose that a class of programs PA[f; p] is effectively indexed (extending the 
notion of acceptable Godel numbering of Rogers [38, p. 411 by (a subset of) A; write 
P, to indicate the program with index t. Then we say PA[f; p] is universal if for all 
natural numbers n there is a program U E Pnt ‘A[?; p] such that for all - - 
t, t 1 ,..., t, E A, U(t, t1 ,..., t,J = Pl(t, ,..., tJ. 
ITEM 62. As reported in [ 1 I] and proved in Section 4, if PA[f; p] cannot 
generate A, then it cannot be universal. 
Keeping in mind that PN computes all the partial recursive functions on the 
natural numbers, we define a class of programs PA[f; p] to be Turing for A if it 
computes all the functions on A that can be computed by a Turing machine. As we 
continue we shall give several characterizations of Turing for A. 
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ITEM 63. Of course, if a class of programs is Turing for A, then it can generate 
A, compute the selectors, and is universal. 
ITEM 64. Once we have PS, programs to compute *, <, and to generate S, it is 
not too hard to see how to imitate a Turing machine with input alphabet S, by a PS, 
program. 
ITEM 65. Nor is it terribly difficult to see how to imitate a Turing machine that 
takes input from B by a PB[R, L] program. 
ITEM 66. A t.a. A is a “t.a. without successor” if none of its constructor 
functions is a one-plane function. It is easy to generalize from one of the methods 
that we could use to do Item 65 to show that if A is a t.a. without successor and if 
the class PA[f; p] can compute two distinct selector functions for one of the 
constructor functions, then PA[f; p] is Turing for A. - - 
By combining the observations made in Items 61-63, and 66, we see that for a 
class of programs PA[f; p], the following are equivalent. It is Turing for A; it 
generates A; it is universal; it computes a pair of distinct selectors of a generator 
function of A. The equivalence between a class of programs being Turing for A and 
being able to generate A relates to our earlier comments about coding. For a class of 
programs PA[f; p] to be able to code A into N and decode it, it must be Turing for - - 
A. 
For a t.a. A, the class of functions computed by those classes of programs that are 
Turing for A has many of the same properties that the class of partial recursive 
functions has. But what about some of the classes that are not Turing for A, do they 
have these properties? We have already seen that PB has some very strange 
properties. Two basic standard theorems of recursive function theory are called into 
question in this new setting. They are 
THEOREM I. The following are equal: 
(i) The class of sets definable as the domain of a partial recursive function. 
(ii) The class of sets definable as the range of a partial recursive function. 
(iii) The class of sets definable as the range of a total recursive function. 
THEOREM II. A set is recursive if and only if both it and its complement are 
recursively enumerable. 
Of the various possible formal definitions that we might choose to associate with 
the intuitive notion of recursively enumerable (r.e.), Theorem I settles the problem for 
Turing computable functions by saying they are all the same. There seems to be no 
question about what recursive (wrt a class of functions) should mean, so when 
Theorem II is considered, the meaning of r.e. is clear. 
In the situation addressed by Theorem I there is another possibility. Recall the 
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definition given earlier that a set S G A is generated by PA[f; p] if there is a 
program P E P’A[f; p] such that, for all t E S, P eventually prints t and P does not 
print any term not in S. Notice that although there is the analogy for Turing 
machines already mentioned, there is no analogy for the notion of function because 
functions take input values. The lack of analogy is of no consequence for N because 
generating N is so trivial. However, for B and other t.a.‘s with successor, the situation 
becomes more interesting. As already noted, PB and PB [R ] cannot generate B 
although PB[R, L] can. We might wonder about subclasses whether the sets 
generated by one would be the same as the sets generated by another. 
ITEM 67. As reported in [ 1 l] and proved in [lo], for any PB[R, L] computable 
predicates p, ,..., pk, P”B = P’B[p , ,..., pk]. On the other hand, from the same papers 
P”B 5 P’B[R]; see Item 87. 
Using the four notions of r.e. mentioned above as possible candidates for the 
formal meaning of “PA[f; p]--r.e.” we define 
C,PA[f; p] = {S ] 3P E P’A[f; p] and P generates S}, - - - - 
C,PA[f; p] = {S ] 3P E P’A[f; p] andx E S iff P(x)l}, 
C,,PA[f;p]={S]3PEP’A[f;p]andPtotalandP(A)=S}, 
C,PA[f;p]={S]3PEP’A[f;p]andP(A)=S}. 
As we show in Section 5, these are not necessarily equal and how they are related 
(wrt inclusion) can vary. 
ITEM 68. For any PB[f; p] 5 PB[R, L], 
(i> C,PB[f; pl c C,PB[f; pl c C,PB[f; pl, and 
(ii> CJ’BIf; pl k C,PB[f; pl and C,,PB[f; pl d C, Ifi pl. 
ITEM 69. C,[PB] c.? C,,[PB], but C,PB[<] c C,,PB[<]. 
Thus the meaning of “PA[f; g]-r.e.” is not so easily settled. Another approach is 
to choose that meaning for which the analog of Theorem II holds. But as we show 
further in Section 5, no unique class is distinguished that way. 
ITEM 70. (A) For 4 # S c B, the following are equivalent: 
(1) S is PB-recursive, 
(2) S is finite or cofinite, 
(3) S, SE C,PB, 
(4) S, i?E C,,PB. 
(B) S being PB-recursive does not imply that S and SE C,PB. 
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ITEM 71. The following are very easy observations: 
(1) If S, SE C,PA[f; p], then S is PA[J; p]-recursive. 
(2) If there is any S such that S, SE C,PA[f; ~1, then PA[f; p] generates A. 
(3) Notice that A E C,PA[f;p] and A E C,PA[f;p]. So, if CpPA[f;p] 
equals any one of CdPA[f;p19 C,PA[f; p], or C,,PA[f;pl, then PA[f;pl 
generates A. Thus, for PA[f; p] to be Turing for A is equivalent to C,PA [f; p] 
being equal to any of the three other classes. 
These remarks indicate that the nature of C,PA[f; p] may be special as compared 
with the other three classes. That it is indeed special has been verified since [ 111 and 
is shown in Section 5. 
ITEM 72. There is a PB[R, L] computable predicate p such that C,PB[ p] c 
C,PB[p]. (By Item 68 the other inclusion is always true.) So, C,PB[p] = C,PB[p], 
but by Item 49, PB[ p] cannot generate B and therefore is not Turing for B. 
This result substantiates our feeling that “generate” should mean from nothing and 
should be more fundamental and powerful than a function which requires a set of 
input values that is given a priori. We might also conclude from this that it is the sets 
in C,PA[f; p] that should be called the “PA[f; p]-r.e. sets.” But, one might argue, 
whatever recursive and r-e. may mean, surely recursive should imply r.e. However, in 
reply, one might say that a belief in “if recursive, then r.e.,” depends on a belief that 
the underlying set is very easy to generate. 
Following the standard definition, we say that the class of programs PA[f; p] is 
representable in LA[f’, p’] if there is a recursive set of axioms, QA]f’, ~‘1, such 
that, 
For all n > 0 and for all P E P” A[& p], there is a formula 4 - - 
on LA[f’, p’] with n + 1 free variables such that for all t, ,..., ,,, t l’EA 
if P halts on t I ,..., t,, then 
w , ,..., fn) = t’ if an Y ad only if QA[I?f’, p’ 1 k ($(t, ,..., t,, Y> ++ Y = 0. 
Notice that it may not be necessary for the axioms to be in the same language as 
the programs. This is usually the case: the programs may be able to compute 
functions that cannot be defined by a formula in the corresponding first order 
language (e.g., PN and LN); or there may be a first order language that extends LA 
in which the auxiliary functions f and predicates p of PA[f; p] are definable (e.g., 
PB[R, L] and LB). It is also well known that if QA[f’, ~‘1 represents PA[f; p] and 
the set of total programs is not r.e., then the set of theorems of QA[f’, p’] cannot be 
complete or decidable. 
ITEM 73. PN cannot be representable in any decidable theory and hence not in 
QN[+]. Nor, via embedding, can it be represented in LS, or LB. For the same 
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reasons, PS, is not representable in LS,, PB is not representable in LB, and certainly 
PB[R, L] is not representable in LB. 
ITEM 74. To show the incompleteness and undecidability of Peano arithmetic 
Giidel shows that PN is representable there. Robinson shows that PN is representable 
in QN[+, x]. Since x is definable in LN[+, I], as already mentioned in Item 32, PN 
is representable in LN[ +, ] 1. 
ITEM 75. That PN, appropriately coded, is representable in LS,[*] follows from 
the methods used by Quine, see [35], or directly from Theorem 7.1 in Section 7. 
If in addition to being representable the following is true, then we say PA[f; p] is 
exactly representable. 
For every formula # on LA[f’, p’] with n + 1 free variables that defines 
a function, there is a program P-E P”A[f; p] such that for all t, ,..., t,. t’ E A, 
QW-‘, ~‘1 t- 4(t i ,..., t,, t’) if and only if j(t,, ,..., t,,) = t’. 
ITEM 76. In Section 7 we show that PS, is exactly representable in LS,[*] by 
means of QS,[*]. In Section 6 we show that PB[R, L] is exactly representable in 
LB[<] by means of QB[<]. 
For a t.a. A, let TPA denote the class of Turing computable functions on A. In 
particular, let A be a t.a. without successor. Then a pair of distinct selector functions 
for some generator function of A is included in TPA, and therefore the proofs of 
Theorems 6.2 and 7.2, can be imitated to show that TPA is exactly representable in 
QA[<]. As an immediate corrollary we have that every proper subclass of TPA is 
representable in QA[<], but not exactly representable. So, for such a proper subclass, 
can there be a recursively axiomatizable theory in which it is exactly representable? 
It seems not. 
ITEM 77. Theorem: Let A be a t.a. without successor and let PA[f; p] be any 
class of programs such that PA E PA[f; p] 5 TPA. Then there is no recursively 
axiomatizable extension of QA that exactly-represents PA[f; p]. 
ProoJ Notice first that since QA is decidable and PA includes (by embedding) 
all the partial recursive functions on the natural numbers, QA cannot represent 
PA[ f; p]. So, suppose QA* is some recursively axiomatizable extension of QA that 
does-exactly represent PA[f; p]. Thus if 4 is a formula defining a function, then there 
is a program P E PA[f; ~1 such that QA* E $(t, t’) if and only if P(t) = t’. Recall 
that each selector for a constructor function of A is existentially definable in LA. For 
some selector of some constructor function for A, let 4(x, y) be the formula that 
defines it. It is straightforward to show, by induction on the rank of t, that 
A + #(t, t’) implies QA I- qS(t, t’) and hence QA* + qi(t, t’). Since QA* is assumed to 
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represent PA [ f; p] exactly, there must be a program in PA[f, p] that computes the - - 
selector defined by 4. This means that PA[f, p] computes all its-selectors, and hence, 
by Item 66, is Turing for A, which contrad%s the hypothesis. 
ITEM 78. This theorem gives an additional characterization of being Turing for 
A, namely, PAIf; P] is Turing for A if and only if there is a recursively - - 
axiomatizable extension of QA in which PA[f, p] is exactly representable. 
The last question arising from classical sources that we consider concerns 
fragments of undecidable theories. The proof that PA[J; p] is representable in QA[<] - - 
is by induction on the formation of programs and, as we expect, the formula that 
represents a while-do is Xc,. That is, it has some existential quantifiers followed by 
some bounded quantifiers, where the bound is made by <. Thus the set of C, 
formulas that are provable (or true) is undecidable. But what about the purely 
existential case? 
ITEM 79. The Diophantine question asks if there is an algorithm to decide 
whether or not an equation in LN[+, X] has a solution in N. That the answer is “no” 
amounts to saying that even the purely existential fragment of LN is undecidable. See 
Matijasvic [ 251. 
ITEM 80. There is a subtle contrast between this situation and the situation for 
LN[+, I]. For, although x is definable in LN[+, ] ] and hence the first order theory is 
undecidable, Lipshitz has shown that the purely existential fragment is decidable. 
Indeed, it is W-complete if the number of linear equations is known in advance. See 
[ 171. Apparently no one has investigated the quantifier structure of the formula that 
represents while-do ([ 181). 
ITEM 81. Another question that was open for a long time concerns similar 
questions about LS,[*]; it is often known as “the equation problem for free 
monoids”: Is there an algorithm to decide whether or not a finite set of equations on 
LS,[*] has a solution in S,. Makanin [24] has given such an algorithm. In fact, the 
purely existential theory of LS,[ ] * is decidable because (as pointed out to us by 
Karpinsky), # is existentially definable. For S, the definition is 
t# t’ if and only if 3x 3y 3u[[t = x*S,(y) A t’ = #*S,(y)] 
v [t’ = x*S,(y) A t = u*S,(y)]] 
v 3u[t’ = u*s,(t) v t’ = u*&(t) 
v t = u*S,(t’) v t = u*S,(t’)]. 
Of course < is existentially definable in LS,(*] and one observes that < is also. For 
S, 
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t<t’ if and only if 3x[t = x*S,(t’) V t = x*s,(t’)] 
v 3x 3y 3u[ [t = x*S,(y) A t’ = u*S,(y)] 
v [t’ = x*S,(y) A t = u*S,(y)]]. 
So, by Makanin’s result and these small observations, for S, there is an algorithm to 
decide whether or not a finite set of equations, negated equations, inequalities, and 
negated inequalities (that involve *) has a solution in S,. 
ITEM 82. Since the first order theory of LB is decidable, of course the purely 
existential fragment is, that is, equations and negated equations. Open [ 281 shows 
that the purely existential fragment is NP-complete. If only equations are allowed, 
then the problem amounts to unification; Paterson and Wegman 1301 showed that is 
decidable in linear time. 
ITEM 83. But the decidability question for the purely existential fragment of 
LB[<] is quite another matter. Namely, is there an algorithm to decide whether or 
not a finite set of equations, negated equations, inequalities, and negated inequalities 
has a solution in B? In [42] Venkataraman presents an algorithm and shows that the 
decision procedure is NP-complete. As pointed out in the same paper, it is a simple 
corollary that the equivalence problem for loop free programs in PA[<] is decidable. 
In the final part of this survey we discuss a few ideas about complexity. We have 
already mentioned or alluded to some of them. Those explicitly mentioned referred to 
coding and to generation. However, certain of our basic results, see Items 44 and 49, 
contain implicit references to complexity, especially in the proofs. We outline briefly 
our approach. The essential, if not quite exact, idea of what we mean by a program P 
constructs a term t E A is that P takes no input and at some time t is in one of its 
registers. (The careful definition is given in Section 3.) We are now provided with a 
reasonable measure of the complexity of a term t E A with respect to a class of 
programs PA [f, P], namely, the minimum number of registers needed by a program - - 
in P'A[S, p] to construct t. (This measure of complexity only refers to space, of - - 
course, and for the most part that is all we have considered so far.) We say a subset 
A' of A has bounded complexity wrt PA[J; p] if there is a natural number n such that 
for all t E A' there is a P E P'A[f, p] such that P constructs t and P has no more 
than n registers. (We may say “bounded complexity n.“) So, A' c A has unbounded 
complexity if for all n there is a t E A' such that the complexity of t wrt PA[f, p] is 
greater than n. 
ITEM 84. The complexity of a t E A wrt PA is the minimum number of pebbles 
required for pebbling the dag of t playing the usual black pebble game. 
ITEM 85. The class FBT c B has bounded complexity 1 wrt PB. (See Item 18 for 
FBT.) As mentioned in Item 48 there is a P'B[R, L] program that generates B; our 
program has nine registers, so B has bounded complexity <9 wrt PB[R, L]. 
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ITEM 86. An n-level incomparable term t is one that satisfies the following: let p, 
and p2 be any pair of distinct paths that start from the root of t and have length <n, 
and, for i = 1, 2, let ti be the subterm of t with root at the other end of pi, then t, < t, 
and t, < t, . Let I be the union over all n of all n-level incomparable terms. In 
Section 4 we show that I has unbounded complexity wrt PB[R] and thus establish 
that PB[R] # PB[R, L]. 
ITEM 87. As reported in [ 111 and proved in [ 101 the following subset is 
unbounded wrt PB and bounded wrt PB[R]: 
T= t-h, where t, =A, xk = R(2’iogk’~‘~(tk~,), and t, = b(x,, tk-,). 
This proves that P”B # P’B[R), as mentioned in Item 67. 
To each of the program classes PB, PB[R], and PB[R, L] there corresponds a 
pebble game that imitates storage allocation. For each pebble game there is a 
function defined on the natural numbers whose value is the least upper bound of the 
number of pebbles required for pebbling a dag with that many nodes. We use this 
function to talk about the complexity of a class of programs in terms of the 
corresponding pebble game. 
ITEM 88. The results of Hopcroft et al. [ 141 and Paul et al. [ 311 show that the 
complexity of PA is O(n/log n). 
For PB[R, L] there are at least two possible pebble games. One uses the fact that 
when you have R and L you can have, in effect, stacks. In [33] Pippenger invents a 
“pebbling with auxiliary pushdown? game that imitates this situation and he 
investigates time-space trade-offs in the presence of one, two, and three stacks: 
Another pebble game that makes sense for PB[R, L] adds to the usual pebble game 
the rule that you can always put a pebble on a vertex that is the child of a currently 
pebbled vertex. This corresponds to retrieving, by using R and L, a subterm of a term 
you already have in a register. In [lo] Hawrusik shows that the complexity of 
PB[R, L] according to this measure is O(log n). 
3. COMPARATIVE POWER OF CERTAIN SUBCLASSES OF 
PROGRAMS COMPUTING ON BINARY TREES 
In this and the next two sections we consider several classes of programs that 
compute functions on the term algebra B. The class of programs PA[f; p] for a t.a. 
A was defined in Section 2. We shall be investigating properties of the PB programs, 
the PB[R, L] programs, and certain classes that lie between. Recall that PB refers to 
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the class of deterministic regular programs on /i, b, and = (these programs do not 
contain the functions R and L), and that PBFR, L] refers to the class of programs 
that are like those in PB but that do contain the functions R and L. 
In this section we shall compare the power of various subclasses of PB[R, L], 
where the power of a class refers to the functions computable by that class. There are 
several natural subclasses of PB[R, L]; the ones that interest us here are, PB, 
PB[R; 1, PB[; <I, PB[+; 1, and PB(x; 1. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The functions “+” and “x” are defined to be 
+: B x B + B defined by /1 + t = t; b(t,, t2) + t = b(t, + t, t, + t), 
x: B x B -+ B defined by ,4 x t = t; b(t,, tz) X t = t + b(t, X t, t, X t). 
We shall establish the following relationship (see Fig. 2) among the above classes 
of programs: 
(i> pB[;~]~pB[R;pl~pB[R,L;pl, 
(ii) PB[R; ] $ PB[R; <I, 
(iii) PB[+; ] d PB[R; ] and PB[x; ]& PB[R; 1, 
(iv) P’B[+,x;]$P’B[R,L;]. 
In order to obtain these and subsequent results, we introduce several notions that 
concern the forms of binary trees and ways to think about the execution of a 
program. 
DEFINITION 3.2. The function rank is defined to be the height of a tree, counting 
/i as height 0. This function will be denoted by the symbol “t-k.” 
DEFINITION 3.3. A term t in B is a full binary tree if, for every subterm u of t the 
left subtree and the right subtree are identical. The set of all full binary trees will be 




FIG. 2. Relation among subclasses. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. x<y&yEFBT+xEFBT. 
Proof. Immediate from the definition of < and FBT. 
The set FBT will often be used in coding the natural numbers one-to-one into 
binary trees. This coding function h: N + B is defined to be h(n) = _n, where 12 E FBT 
and vk(_n) = n. 
DEFINITION 3.4. B\X, ,..., X, ; f, ,..., f,] ex p ressions (abbreviated by B[_X; f]) are 
defined by, Vi, 1 < i< n, Xi E B[_X;f] &A E B[_X;f], and if T,, T, ,..., Tk E B[_X;fl, 
then so are b(T,, T2) and g(T,, T, ,..., T,), where the k-ary function g is a member of 
f: Note that B c B[X;fl. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let P E P”B be a program with m registers including n input 
variables X, ,..., X,. The registers corresponding to the input variables are assumed to 
be read only. The nodes of the symbolic execution tree of P, SET(P), are from 
S x B[x;fj”; where s E: S is an assignment statement in P or a condition of an IF 
statement or WHILE statement in P and B[X; jj” corresponds to the symbolic 
contents of the m registers of P. The edges of the tree are defined by the control 
structure of the program P; i.e., there is an edge from (s,, u, ,..., urn) to (s2, u, ,..., ti,,,) 
if the statement s, in P is executed with the register contents u, ,,.., u, prior to 
execution of s,, then the next statement to be executed could be s2 (depending on the 
value of the input variables) and the register contents after execution of s, will be 
v, )...) v,. If s, is a condition, then the outdegree of (si , u, ,..., urn) is two, otherwise, it 
is at most one. The computation sequence for P on input t, ,..., t, E B, CS[P(t, ,..., t,,)] 
is that branch of SET(P) that the program P traces when computing on input t, ,..., t,. 
We say that the input t, ,..., t, designates that branch. Note that more than one input 
can designate the same branch. If n = 0, so there is no input, then CS(P] is that 
branch of SET(P) that P traces; in this case CS[P] is the designated branch. We say 
that t E B is constructed by P if there exists a node (s, u, ,..., urn) in some branch of 
SET(P) such that t = ui for some i < m and that branch is designated. 
DEFINITION 3.6. Given s, s’ E (R, L)*, s >, s’ if 3s” Is = s”s’], which means s’ is 
a suffix of s. Then s and s’ are incomparable if s 2 s’ and s’ 2 s. Similarly, for 
t, t’ E B, they are incomparable if t 4 t’ and t’ < t. A term t is an n-level incom- 
parable term if for all s, s’ E {R, L) *, s # s’, and 1 s I= 1 s’ I< n implies that s(t) is 
incomparable to s’(t). 
LEMMA 3.1. Zf PEP’BI ;pl and t E B is an n-level incomparable term 
constructed by P, then P must have at least n + 1 registers. 
Sketch of proof, for details see [lo]: Take some n-level incomparable term t and 
suppose that P E P”B[ ; p] constructs it: Take the piece of branch from the root of 
SET(P) to the node closest to the root in which t occurs. Let C be the sequence of 
those nodes in that branch that are assignment statements that are actually used in 
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the construction of t, and use C to construct a directed graph G’ with nodes labelled 
from N x {R, L}*. For each component of C there are one or more labelled nodes in 
G’. The form of the label is (k, s), where k refers to the kth component of C and s(t) 
is the value assigned to the registers by the instruction in that component. If C has 
length m, then the instruction of the mth component must be of the form 
Xi t b(X,, X,,), and the corresponding node in the graph must be labelled (m, A). The 
edges of the graph are defined inductively: there are edges into (m, A) from (pj, L) 
and (RjJ, R) if the pjth component of C has an instruction that assigns a value to Xj 
and no instruction in a component between the pith and the mth is assigned to Xj, 
and similarly for pj,. Continue this process back up for all of C. Of course, when the 
assignment is Xi t Xj, there is jLst one edge. 
Let G be the graph obtained from G’ by identifying all nodes whose labels have the 
same k, and collapsing the corresponding edges. Thus a node of G may have several 
labels, (k, s,) ,..., (k, s,); th is means that the value assigned to the register by the 
instruction in the kth component of C is used in the construction oft at the r different 
places indicated by s , ,..., s,. It is “self-evident” [29] that the number of registers used 
by P to construct t equals the number of pebbles necessary to pebble G by the usual 
(black) pebble game. Next, take G and cut off and throw away all nodes labelled 
(k, s) for Is] > n and the corresponding edges, and call the resulting graph G(n). 
Because t is an n-level incomparable term, each node in G(n) has only one label, and 
the register assignments induce a pebbling of the full binary tree of depth n. Since it is 
known that n + 1 pebbles are necessary to pebble such a tree [29], it follows that at 
least n + 1 registers are necessary to construct t. 
THEOREM 3.1. I! PE PB[R;pl and t E B is an n-level incomparable term 
constructed by P, then P must have at least n + 1 registers. 
Sketch of proof, for details see [ lo]: In the construction of some kinds of terms 
(see Item 87) it may be advantageous to construct a term t, , use it someplace, build a 
term t,, that is also needed, on top of it in the same register in such a way that for 
some n, R”(t,) = t,, and then, because t, is needed again, to retrieve it form t, by n 
assignments of the form X t R(S). The essence of the proof is that for the 
construction of an n-level incomparable term, no such advantage is possible. Once 
that is shown, the analysis reduces to the case for PB [ ; p] already discussed. 
Very roughly, to show that if P E P’B[R; p] constructs an n-level incomparable 
term, no such advantage is possible, we again use the sequence C of nodes in SET]P] 
to construct a directed graph G’. As before, the nodes correspond to the components 
of C and the structure of the graph relates to the structure of the computation in the 
same way. However, this time the node labels are of the form (k, s, s’) with k as 
before and s’(value assigned to the register by the kth instruction) = s(t). Again we 
obtain the graph G from G’ by identifying nodes whose labels have the same k and 
the corresponding edges, but keeping all the labels. Then G(n) is obtained from G in 
more or less the same way as before. 
The key points then are: 
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(i) Any node of G(n) that has a label (k, s, s’) with 1s I< n, s = II and s’ f/i 
must lie on a path which has a node labelled (k,, s, /i) for k, < k and a node labelled 
(k2, s, A) for k, > k. 
(ii) In the case of an n-level incomparable term, the only edges leading out of 
nodes in that path lie in the path. This means that the values other than s(t) that are 
assigned to registers by nodes in that path are not used in the construction of t. 
(iii) This circumstance makes possible a reallocation of registers so that the 
first time the value s(t) is put in a register, it can be left there until it is needed. Thus, 
after all reallocations have been done, and the corresponding computation sequences 
and graphs have been built and labelled, the labels will be of the form (k, s,/i). This 
means that all assignment statements of the form Xc R (Y) have been eliminated and 
so the computation can be done in P”B[ ; p]. 
COROLLARY. PB[R; p] is not universal. 
Proof: The proof is by contradiction and we suppose that there is a program 
UE P*B[R; p] such that if t’ E B is an index for a program in P’B[R; p), then for 
all t E B, U(t’, t) = Pi,(t). For each n, consider any (n + 1)-level incomparable term t 
and any term t’ # t; if t’ < t, then t’ <L(t) or t’ <R(t). Further, by the definition of 
(n + 1)-level incomparable, if t’ < t and t’ has a root in t at a distance <n from the 
root of t, then t’ <L(t) or t’ <R(t), but not both. For every (n + 1)level incom- 
parable term t, there is a P E P’B[R; p] such that P(Q) = L(t) and P(l) = R(t). For 
any I’ E B, if t’ is an index of P, then U(t, 0) = L(t) and U(t’, 1) = R(t). The essential 
point now is that “t’ cannot help” in the construction of both L(t) and R(t) and thus 
U must have at least IE registers. Since this analysis holds for each n, and since U 
must have a finite number of registers, we have a contradiction. To understand the 
details of “t’ cannot help,” we must analyze the computation sequence and subse- 
quent graphs as defined in the proofs of theorem. 
One of the most useful implications of this theorem is: 
COROLLARY. Given any program P E PB 1 R; p] there is an infinite subset S of B 
such that no element of S is constructed by 3. In particular, PB [R; p] cannot 
generate B. 
We use this to show that the < relation cannot be computed by a PBIR; ] 
program. 
LEMMA 3.2. For each x E B, 
(a) Foralln, (x#_O&x#~)*3y Irk(y)>n&x<y], 
(b) For all n, 3y [y is n-level incomparable and x < y]. 
ProoJ The proof is straightforward. 
We shall define the functions R’ and L’ on B[ Y, R] which are similar to R and L 
on B. It helps to think of the elements of B[ Y, R] as trees with leaves being /i or 
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terms built from the variable Y and the function symbol R. In this definition the 
symbol ZNY is used to represent any proper subterm of Y. 
DEFINITION 3.7. Define the functions R’: B[ Y; R] U {ZNY} -+ B [ Y; R] U {#, ZNY} 
and L’: B[Y;R]U(ZNY}-+B[Y;R]U{~,ZNY} by R’(A)=q$ R’(R”Y)=R”+‘Y, 
R ‘(ZNY) = ZNY and R’(b(T,, T,)) = T, ; L’(A)=$k L’(R”Y) = ZNY, 
L’(ZNY)=ZNY,andL’(b(T,,T,))=T,.Defineg,:B[Y;R]’~Powerset {B[Y,R], 
4, ZNY} by 
gy(T,,T2)={ }ifY<TT,andY4T2, 
a E g,(T,, T,) if there is an s E {R’, L’} * such that [s(T,) = Y and s(T,) 
= a] or [s(T,) = Y and s(T,) = a]. 
The function g, lists all the subterms of T, and T, which have to equal Y in order 
that the equation T, = T, is satisfied. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. For all t,, t, E B such that R(t,) = R(t,) and T, and 
T,EB[Y;R]: 
(9 gAL T2> = 1 I or g,(T, T T2) = P’l implies T,(t,) = T,(t,) isf 
T,@*) = T&*)3 
(ii> 4 E g,(T,, TJ implies T,(t,> z TAtA, 
(iii) a E gy( T, , T,) & Y < u tfl ZNY E g,(T, , T,) which implies that T, (t, ) # 
T,(t, 1. 
Proof. Immediate from the definition of g,. 
We shall use Proposition 3.2 to show that a PB(R; ] program has to construct t, in 
order to decide that t, < t,. 
DEFINITION 3.8. Define a test T, = T, to be Y-constructive if 3a E g,(T,, T,) 
such that Y 4 a. 
THEOREM 3.2. For every t E B. t # A and t # b(A,A), there is no P’B[R; ] 
program P, with input y that computes the relation t < y. 
Proof: Suppose P, E P’B[R; 1, with input variable Y (i.e., the content of Y is y) 
computes t < y. Consider an input value t, E B; the idea of the proof is to show that 
P, must construct t, in order to decide that t < t,. We say that CS[P,(t,)] contains a 
test T, = T2 if the branch of SET(P,) designated by t, has a test (condition of an IF 
statement or WHILE statement) Xi = Xi, where T, and T, belong to B [ Y, R ] and are 
the current values of Xi and Xj, respectively. 
LEMMA 3.3. For any t E B, t # A, and t # b(A, A) if Pt( y) E P’B[R; ] computes 
t< y, then for all t, E B such that t< t, & t4 R(t,), CS[P,(t,)] contains a Y- 
constructive test such that t, satisfies that test. 
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Proof: Suppose for a given t, such that t Q t, , CSIPl(t,)] does not contain any Y- 
constructive test satisfied by t,. Let CS[P,(t,)] = u,,..., vk and let Qi = 
max(rk(u,,(t,)) ,..., rk(ui,(t,))), where vi= (sir ui ,,..., uim) for some si. Let 
I= max(Qi). Choose t, such that rk(t,) > max(Z, rk(t)) and t < t,. We know from 
Lemma 3.2 that such a t, exists. Set t, = b(t,, R(t,)). It is easy to observe that t < t,. 
Now for every test T, = T, E CS[P,(t,)] which is not Y-constructive we claim, 
T,(t,) = T,(t,) iff T,(t3) = T2(t3). A test is not Y-constructive implies one of the 
following is true: 
Case i g,(T,, T,) = { } 
From Proposition 3.2(i) we know that T,(t,) = T,(t,) iff T,(t,) = T,(t,) since 
RP,) = RM. 
Case ii g,(T, , TJ = (Y} 
Again from Proposition 3.2(i) we know that T,(t,) = T,(t,) iff T,(t,) = TZ(t3). 
Case iii 3a E g,(T,, T,) s.t. u # Y and Y < a 
From Proposition 3.2(iii) it is clear that T,(t,) # T,(t,) and T,(t3) # T,(t,). 
Further for every test T, = T, which is Y-constructive, T,(t,) # T,(t,), as rk(t,) is 
chosen to be big enough to guarantee this. Hence for any T, = T, E CS[P,(t,)J, 
T,(t,) = T,(t,) iff T,(t,) = T2(t3). Thus Pl(t,) = P,(tJ though t < t, and t 4 t, which 
is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3.4. For any t #A, b(A, A), Pt( y) E P ‘B [R; J computes t < y implies for 
all t, E B such that t < t, and t < R(t,), P, constructs t, . 
ProoJ From Lemma 3.3, it is clear that CS[P,(t,)] contains a Y-constructive test 
satisfied by t,. This implies that there is a term r E B constructed by P, such that 
r= t,. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2 follows from Theorem 3.1 and Lemmas 3.2b and 3.4. 
COROLLARY. There is no P’B[R; ] program which computes the relation x < y, 
where x and y are inputs. 
COROLLARY. PB[R; ] 5 PB(R: <]. 
Now we shall show that the functions + and X are not computable by PR[R; p] 
programs. The proof is based on the observation that if x is n-level incomparable, 
then so is x + y. Furthermore having the value of x in a register does not necessarily 
help in constructing x + y. 
LEMMA 3.5. For all x, y, z x < z + y a w < y or y <x and hence for all n there 
exists a n-level incomparable term x such that Z!y [x < x + y]. 
ProoJ The first part of the lemma is shown by induction on z. 
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Basis. z = A ; x < A + y 3 x < y is trivially true. 





x < z, t y * x < y V y < x from induction hypothesis. 
Case 3. 
x < z2 * x < y V y < x from induction hypothesis. 
Now for any given IZ, let x be an n-level incomparable tree. Choose y such that 
y E FBT and A(y) = U?(X). This guarantees that x < y and y 4 x. Hence from the 
first part of the lemma we have x sl, x t y. 
THEOREM 3.3. There is no program P E P*B [R; p] such that P(x, y) = x t y. 
ProoJ It is clear from Lemma 3.5 that x + y cannot be computed without 
constructing x. Hence the theorem. 
LEMMA 3.6. x<zxyax<yory<x. 
ProoJ The proof is by induction on z. 
Basis. z=A. x<A X y= y-x<y is trivially true. 
Induction step. Let z = b(z,, z2), x < z X y * x < y t b(z, X y, z2 X y). So from 
Lemma 3.5 we have, x < b(z, x y, z2 x y) or b(z, x y, z2 x y) <x. 
Case 1 
x < b(z, x y, z2 x y). This leads to the subcases: 
Case la. x = b(x, x y, z2 x y). This means that y < x since for all z, y 
YGZXY. 
Case lb. x < z, x y. From the induction hypothesis we have x < y or y <x. 
Case Ic. x < z2 x y. From the induction hypothesis we have x < y or y <x. 
Case 2 
b(z, x y, z2 x y) < x. This means z, x y < x which implies y < x. 
THEOREM 3.4. There is no program P E P*B[R; p] such that P(x, y) =x X y. 
Proof The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.3. 
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COROLLARY. (i) PB[R; p] $ PB[K +; pl. 
(ii) PB[R; p] $ PB[R, X ; pl. 
NOW we shall show that adding the functions + and X does not help in generating 
B. 
THEOREM 3.5. (a) There is no program P E P’B[R, +; p] that generates B. 
(b) There is no program P E P’B[R, X; p] that generates B. 
ProojI We know from Theorem 3.1 that any program in PB[R; p] requires n + 1 
registers to construct an n-level incomparable term. The proof of Theorem 3.5(a) and 
(b) is by showing that the extra operator + or X does not necessarily decrease the 
number of registers required to construct an n-level incomparable term. 
(a) We shall show that for all n 3t s.t. t is an n-level incomparable term and for all 
t,,t,,t, 
[@I < t & t1 = t, + tJ 
3 (tz = t, & tz = A) or (tz =A & t3 = t,) or t, E FBT] (1) 
For any given n choose the term t which appears as in Fig. 3. These ti’s can be 
thought of as full binary trees with b(A, A) sticking out from one of the leaves. It can 
be shown easily that t is an n-level incomparable term. Further it is straightforward 
to verify that t satisfies condition (1). The implication of condition (1) is that the 
A A . , 3 5 3” 
t for i odd ti for i even 
FIG. 3. A sample tree with the property that any PB 1 f; ] program requires at least n registers to 
construct it: n level full binary tree with 2” leaves replaced by f, ,..., fZ2 respectively. 
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additional operator + does not result in decreasing the number of registers required to 
construct any of the subterms of t and hence the term t itself. 
(b) The proof of (b) is similar to that of (a). For all n there exists a t s.t. t is an n- 
level incomparable term and for all t,, t,, t, 
[(tl < t & t, = t, x t3) 
+(t,=t,&t,=A)or(t,=A&t,=t,)ort,EFBT]. 
t, <t & t, = t, x t, * 3t,[t, = t, + t,]; t, = b(L(t,) x t,,R(t,) x f3) 
from the definition of X. This implies (t4 = t, & t, =A) or (t3 = t, & t, =A) or 
t,EFBT, from condition (1). So, (t,=t,&t,=A), (t,=t,&t,=A), or t,EFBT 
from the definition of X. The rest of the argument is like the proof of (a). 
COROLLARY. (i) There is no program P E P’B[R, +, X, p] that generates B. 
(ii) R 66 PB[+, X; 1. 
Proof. (i) The proof is (i) by straightforward extension of the proof of the 
theorem. 
(ii) The proof is immediate from (i). 
4. CHARACTERISTICS OF TOTAL PROGRAMS IN PB AND PB[;<] 
In this section we find that SET(P), the symbolic execution tree for total P E PB is 
finite. This fact enables us to characterize the PB recursive sets and the LB definable 
sets. It is also used to show that the set A, = {x ] P, E PB and P, total} is recursively 
enumerable. However, as we then show, A, is not recursive. This situation for PB 
differs from the case for WHILE programs on the integers. In the case of WHILE 
programs on integers it is known that there is no effective procedure for deciding, 
given any program P, whether or not P defines a total function. The set A of all total 
WHILE programs is not even recursively enumerable and is known to be 17, 
complete [38]. Similar to this is the case for PB [ ; <I: we show that the set A, = 
{x 1 P, E PB[ ; <] and P, total} is 172 complete. In order to obtain all these results, 
we first make certain observations about the tests that are possible in a PB program 
and use these observations to study the symbolic execution tree of any total PB 
program. 
LEMMA 4.1. If an equation T,(x ,,..., x,) = T,(x, ,..., x,) has a solution and not 
all elements of B”’ are solutions, then the variables {x1 ,..., x, 1 can be partitioned into 
two classes, namely, an independent class ( y , ,..., yk} and a nonempty dependent class 
{Y k+ ,,..., y,} such that each element yj in the dependent class can be expressed as 
Tj( Y 1 y***y y,J, where Tj < T, or Tj < T, such that any solution t, ,..., t, of 
T,(x) = T,(x) satisfies tj = Tj(tl ,..., tk)for k + 1 < j < m. 
571/26/3 I I 
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Proof: The proof is straightforward. 
LEMMA 4.2. Given a program P with n registers and given any m there are terms 
t , ,..., t, such that ti is not constructed by P and t, Q tj for 1 Q i, j < m. 
Proof. Let t be a n-level incomparable term. Then set xi to be the tree given in 
Fig. 4. It is clear that x ,,..., x, satisfy the conditions stated in the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. P E P’B and P total implies that every executable branch of SET(P) 
is finite. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that the tests in SET(P) are of 
the form (i) t = t’, or (ii) X = X, or (iii) T(X) = X for nontrivial T (T(X) stands for a 
term in B(X, ; I), or (iv) X = t. The results of the tests (i)-(iii) are independent of the 
input X. So P total means that all executable branches of SET(P) which contain only 
tests of the form (i), (ii), or (iii) have to be finite. For any executable branch which is 
infinite, if it contains a test of the form X= t, then the false exit of that test must be 
in the branch since P is total. So if there is an infinite executable branch in P, and if 
P has n registers P(t) will not halt for t, an n-level incomparable term since the 
execution sequence of P(t) will never leave the infinite branch. 
THEOREM 4.1. P E P’B, P total and P recognizes S implies that S is either finite 
or cofinite. 
ProoJ Each condition (test) in P is satisfied either by all the elements of B or 
there is precisely one element in B which satisfies it. Hence for each leaf 1 in SET(P), 
(x 1 execution of P(x) ends in I} is either singleton or cofinite and further there is 
precisely one leaf 1, in SET(P) for which (x 1 execution of P(x) ends in I,} is cofinite. 
The leaves of SET(P) can be partitioned into two sets, L, corresponding to the leaves 
reached by the inputs belonging to S and the other L, the set of leaves reached by the 
inputs not belonging to S. SET(P) is finite implies that both L, and L, are finite and 
hence from the earlier observation S is either finite or colinite. 
1 i . . . zm 
A 
FIG. 4. Value of x, in the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
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COROLLARY. A subset of B is definable in LB ifs it is finite or cofinite. 
Proof: To prove this we use some work of Oppen’s reported in [28]. Oppen 
considers first order theories (with =) of recursively defined data structures that have 
one k-place constructor c (such as our b), and k selectors (such as R and L) 
axiomatized by schemata of the form 
C(SI(X),..., s/((x)) = x, 
Si(C(X* )...) Xk)) = Xi for 1 <i< k, 
r(x) = x for rE {s ,,..., sk}+. 
(His setting is slightly different from ours since we allow constants and want a 
selector applied to a constant to be that constant. For example, in B, R(A) = A.) He 
says on page 409, 
“The decision procedure given in the previous section for quantifier free 
conjunctions can be modified to be the basis for a quantifier elimination method 
for this theory.” 
By the decision procedure for quantifier free conjunctions he means the satisfiability 
problem. Instead of actually giving the quantifier elimination method, he proves the 
decidability of the theory by other means. Although we have no detailed proof of his 
or our claims, we can sketch a quantifier elimination method for the first order theory 
of B. Based on this we observe the following: For any formula d(x) in LB there is a 
quantifier free formula v/(x) such that for any t E B, B k 4(t) if and only if B b y(t). 
It is clear that one can write a PB program, P,, so that PO(t) prints b(A,/i) if 
B I= y(t) and prints A, otherwise. Since P, is total, by the lemma, the set defined by $ 
must be finite or cofinite. 
COROLLARY. There is no program P E P2B which computes <. 
Proof: We proved a stronger result as a corollary to Theorem 3.2. But here we 
give an alternate proof. From Theorem 4.6 it is clear that given t E B s.t. 
t # /1, b(A,A) there is no total program P, E P’B that recognizes (x ] t <x} as this 
set is neither finite nor cotinite. This means that there is no program P E P2B which 
computes <, since if it exists we can construct P, such that Pi(x) = P(t, x). 
LEMMA 4.4. P E PB and P total imply that every executable branch of SET(P) is 
finite. 
ProoJ The proof is by induction on n, the number of input variables. 
Basis. n = 1; same as Lemma 4.3. 
Induction step. Let us assume that there is an infinite executable branch in 
SET(P). Now this branch must contain at least one test which is input dependent, as, 
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otherwise, P will not be total. So the branch either contains the false exit of all input 
dependent tests or contains the true exit of at least one input dependent test. 
Case i. 
If the branch contains the false exit of all input dependent tests, then from 
Lemma 4.1 it is clear that the input which corresponds to x, ,..., x, of Lemma 4.2 will 
never leave the infinite branch and hence P(x, ,..., x,,,) will not converge. 
Case ii. 
The branch contains the true exit of at least one input dependent test. Now since it 
is an executable branch the test must have a solution. Also if all the elements of B”’ 
are solutions to this equation, then this case is similar to Case i. So we assume that 
not all the elements of Bm are solutions of this equation. Then from Lemma 4.1 we 
know that at least one of the variables say xj can be expressed as T(x, ,..., xj-, , 
xj+ * 9-.-Y x,,J for some T. Now in the rest of the branch (that part of the branch which 
is beyond this test) Xj can be replaced by T(X ,,..., Xj-i, Xj+ ,,..., X,) without 
affecting the output produced by the program. But from the induction hypothesis 
(since we have reduced the number of variables by one) we know that if there is an 
infinite executable branch, then P is not total. This is a contradiction. 
The finiteness of the symbolic execution will help us show that the total PB 
programs are recursively enumerable. Further we shall show that this set is not 
recursive by using the fact that the programs over natural numbers can be translated 
into PB programs. As pointed out in Section 2, there is an embedding from N into B 
and PN into PB. 
THEOREM 4.2. The set A, = {x 1 P, E PB and P, total } is (a) recursively 
enumerable but (b) not recursive. 
ProoJ: (a) The set A, can be shown to be the domain of a partial recursive 
function. We do not give the details of the proof here. The idea is, given a PB 
program, to construct SET(P) and if SET(P) is finite, the construction will terminate. 
From Lemma 4.4, we know that P is total iff SET(P) is ginite. 
(b) We shall show that A i is not recursive by showing that the set S = (x ] 4,(O) 
converges} is reducible to A i. We know that S is not recursive [38]. 
Given the natural number x let P, be the program in PN whose index is x. Let P,, 
be a program in PB which simulates P,.’ Now define g(x) = x”, where P,,, E PB is 
the program “X=/i; P,,(X); PRINT X.” Now x E S + P,.(O) converges + P,,(A) 
converges * P,,, is total 3 x” E A, * P,,(fl) converges * PJO) converges 3 x E S. 
Hence S is reducible to A,. Thus we conclude that A, is not recursive. 
Next we shall show that the total programs in PN are reducible to the total 
programs in PB[ ; <] and thus show that the total programs in PB[ ; <] are ZZ, 
I This result was proved by Richard Statman. 
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complete. We do this by showing that in PB[ ; <I, we can recognize which of the 
inputs are coding of natural numbers and which ones are not. 
LEMMA 4.5. Vt E B[t @FBT+-3m, n, t,,,, t, [m#n & rk(t,) = m & rk(t,)=n & 
t,, t,EFBT&b(t,,t,)<t]]. 
ProoJ The proof is by induction on r, the rank of t. 
Basis : rk(t) = 2. Then t is either b(A, b(A,A)) or b(b(/l,A),A). In either case the 
lemma holds good. 
Induction step: Let rk(t) = r + 1. Let t = b(t,, tz). rk(t,) < r and rk(t,) < r. If one 
of them, say, t, is not in FBT, then from the induction hypothesis we can conclude 
that the lemma holds good for t since Vx [x < t, ax < t]. If both t, and t, are in 
FBT, then rk(t,) # rk(t,) since t & FBT. This means that t,, t, E FBT& 
rk(t,) # rk(t,) & b(t,, t2) < t and hence-the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.6. There is a program P E PB[ ; <] which recognizes FBT. 
Proof. We claim that the following program P FBT recognizes FBT. 
Z,e~;Z,tb(/i,/f);T,cb(/i,II); 
WHILE (X = X) DO 
IF X < T, THEN PRINT Z, ; 
ELSE BEGIN 
T2CA; 
WHILE T, < T, DO 
T, + b(T, , TJ; T, + W,, T,); 
IF T, < X THEN PRINT Z, ; 
ELSE IF T4 < X THEN PRINT Z, ; 
ELSE T, +- b(T,, T,); 
END; 
END; 
T, + V, T,); 
END: 
The program prints b(A,A) whenever x E FBT and prints A, otherwise. The 
correctness of the program can be proved using Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 4.5. 
THEOREM 4.3. A, = {x 1 x E PB[ ; <] and P, total} is II, complete and hence not 
recursively enumerable. 
Proof. It can be shown that A, is in l7, by observing that there is a Kleene T- 
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predicate for PB[ ; <I. The completeness is by showing that A <A,, where A = 
{x 1 P, E PN and P total}. Given x define g(x) =x’, where P,, E PB[ ; <] is defined 
to be the program constructed by composing P FBT (defined in Lemma 4.6) and Pi 
(defined in Theorem 4.2) in the following way: In P FBT replace PRINT Z, by the 
program Pi. Now it is easy to see that A reduces to A, through g. The rest follows 
from the fact that A is 17, complete [38]. 
5. ANALOGS OF RECURSIVE AND RECURSIVELY ENUMERABLE SETS 
FOR SUBCLASSES OF PB[R, L] PROGRAMS 
A functionf, whose domain and range are natural numbers is recursive [38] if f is 
Turing computable. The function is said to be total recursive if it is total and it is 
called a partial recursive function if it is partial. A set is recursive if it possesses a 
recursive characteristic function. A set A is recursively enumerable if either A = # or 
there exists a recursive function f such that A = range(f). It is easy to see that the 
class of functions computed by regular programs (WHILE programs) on natural 
numbers is the class of partial recursive functions. Also “Church’s thesis” in a broad 
sense [38] claims that any function which is intuitively effective is included in the 
class of partial recursive functions. In the same sense any function on binary trees, 
which is informally algorithmic, is included in the class of functions defined by 
PB[R, L] programs. In this section we shall study the analogs of recursive and recur- 
sively enumerable sets for subclasses of PB[R, L] programs. 
DEFINITION 5.1. A function f on B is said to be PB[R, L] recursive if there is a 
PB[R, L; ] program that computes J: In general the function f is said to be 
PB[f,s..,f,; ~2,..., P,] recursive if there is a program P E PB [ f, ,..., f, ; p1 ,..., p,,] 
that computes f: A set is PB [f; p] recursive if it possesses a PB [ f; p] characteristic - - 
function. 
DEFINITION 5.2. (i) A set A belongs to C,[f; p] if there is a program 
P E P”B [ f; p] that generates A. This also means that there is a program P E 
PB[f; p]-such that P(x) converges when x E FBT and the range of P with the 
domain restricted to FBT is equal to A. (The subscript g is used to refer to 
generatable sets.) 
(ii) A set A belongs to C,[f; p] if there is a program P E P’B [f; p] such that 
(x 1 P(x) converges} is equal to A. (The subscript d stands for the domain.) 
(iii) A set A belongs to C,,[ f; p] if A is empty or there is a total program 
P E P’B[ f; p] such that A is the range-of P. (The subscript tr stands for the range of 
total programs.) 
(iv) A set A belongs to C,[f; p] if there is a (partial) program P E P’B(f; ~1 
such that A is the range of P. (The subscript r stands for the range.) 
Observe that in the case of PN all these classes coincide with the well-known class, 
the class of recursively enumeriable sets. 
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5.1. Likely Notions of R.E. for Subclasses of PB[R, L] 
As one might expect, we have 
THEOREM 5.1. C&R, L; ] = C,[R, L; ] = C,,[R, L; ] = C,]R, L; 1. 
Proof: (i) A E C,[R, L; ] +A E C,[R, L; 1. Let P(FBT) =A. Define P’ as 
fol1ows: 
P’(x) converges if 3y E FBT such that P(y) = x. 
P’(x) diverges else. 
Now domain P’ = A. 
(ii) A E C,[R, L; ] =-A E C,,[R, L; 1. Proof of this is similar to the proof of the 
theorem “A is the domain of a partial recursive function +A is recursively 
enumerable” [38]. 
(iii) A E C,,[R, L; ] *A E C,[R, L; 1. I mmediate from the definitions. 
(iv) A E C,[R, L; ] => A E C,[R, L; 1. Let range of P be A. We know that there is 
program E which enumerates B. This means that there is a program E’ such that 
E’(FBT) = B. Define P’(g) = P(E’Qz)). Therefore, P’(FBT) = A. Then (i)-(iv) 
together imply the theorem. 
We shall study the four different classes defined above for PB[f; p] programs and 
show that they are not the same in general. We shall see that it is noi clear which one 
of these classes is the analog of the class of recursively enumerable sets. We shall 
assume that PB[f; ~1% PR[R, L; ] unless otherwise stated. 
LEMMA 5.1. %P* (1) c,lf,PlcC,[f;plcC,lf;pl - - 
(2) CJf; pl k C,& pl, and C,,[f; pl k c,lf; PI. 
Proof. (1) Let P(FBT) = A. Define P’ as follows: 
YtA; 
WHILE (Y = Y) DO 
z+- P(Y); 
IF Z = X THEN STOP; 
ELSE Yt b(Y, Y); 
END: 
It is clear that P’(x) halts iff x EA. Hence C,[f; p] c C,[f; p]. 
Let dom(P,) = A. Define Pi to be, PA(X); PRINT X. P,,,(X) is the abbreviation for 
the program P,., with the input X. So Pi(x) = x iff P,(x) converges; x E range(PJ,) iff 
x E dom(P,). 
(2) We know that BE C,[f;p], BE C,,[f;p] but B & C,[f; P] whenever 
- - 
- - 
PB[f; pl F PBRL; 1. 
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COROLLARY. Thefour classes C&f; pl, C,[f; pl, C,,[f; pl, and C,[f; p] are d 
the same l@TPB[f;p] =PB[R,L; 1. 
Proof. We know that BE C,[f;p] and so if C,[f; p] = Cd[f;p], then 
B E C,[f; p]. Thus the rest of the proof-is straightforward. 
The following facts show us that any other relationship (in terms of class 
inclusion) among these classes is not true in general. Henceforth, we shall use C, to 
denote C,[ ;]. Similarly C,, C,, and C,,. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. C,&C,. 
Proof. It is clear that the set A = (x 1 R(x) =L(x)} E C,. We shall prove in 
Proposition 5.6 A 6? C,[ ; <] and hence A not in C,. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. C,vkC,,. 
Proof: It is easy to see that FBT E C,. We shall show that FBT & C,,. Suppose 
FBT E C,,. Let range(P) = FBT, P total. Define P’ as follows: 
Yt P(X); 
Z*t/i;YOt/i;Ylcb(/i,d); 
WHILE (X = X) DO 
IF Z, = Y THEN PRINT Y, ; 
ELSE Z, c b(Z,, Z,); 
IF Z, = Y THEN PRINT Y0 ; 
ELSE Z, +- b(Z,, Z,); 
END; 
Now the set recognized by P’ is {x ] P( x is even}. The range of P is FBT and so ) 
the set recognized by P’ is both infinite and coinfinite which contradicts the first 
corollary of Lemma 4.3. Hence FBT & C,,. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. C, d C,, and hence C, d C,,. 
Proof. FBT E C, but from the proof of Proposition 5.2 we know that FBT & C,,. 
Also C, c C,. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. C,, Q.? C, and hence C,, dr C,. 
Proof The set A = {x 1 R(x) = L(x)} E C,, but A 4: C,. 
The conclusions already established for PB[f; p] hold, of course, for PB[ ; <I. 
Next we determine the remaining relationships among the four kinds of sets computed 
by PB[ ; <] programs. 
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PROPOSITION 5.5. C,[ ;<]cC,,[ ;<I. 
Proof. From Lemma 4.6, we know that there is a PB[ ; <] program which 
recognizes FBT. Given a set A = P(FBT), define P’ to be, 
P’(x) = P(x) if xEFBT 
= P(A) else. 
It is clear that range(P’) = P(FBT) = A. 
Lemma 5.2 helps us understand the control structure of PB[ ; <] programs so that 
we can compare C,[ ; <] and C,,[ ; <I. 
LEMMA 5.2. (a) Every predicate of the form T,(x) = T,(x) can be expressed as 
a conjunction of ti =x, where ti E B or by a constant A = A or A #A. 
(b) Every predicate of the form T,(x) Q T,(x) can be expressed as a 
disjunction of conjunctions of predicates of the form qi = x, sk < x, where qi, sk E B or 
by constant A = A or A #A. 
Proof: (a) Proof is straightforward. 
(b) We shall prove this by induction on formation of T,. 
Basis : (i) T,(x) = t, i.e., T,(x) < t. It is equivalent to a disjunction of 
T,(x) = ti, ti a subterm of t. From (a) we know that each of the disjuncts can be 
replaced by a conjunction of tests of the form x = tj. 
(ii) T,(x) is x, i.e., T,(x) <x. If T,(x) < x. If T,(x) is x, then the predicate x <x 
can be replaced by A = A. If x is a proper subterm of T,(x), then T,(x) <x can be 
replaced by A #A. If T,(x) is t for some t E B, then T,(x) <x is same as t <x. 
Induction step: T,(x) = b(T,(x), T,(x)). Now T,(x) < T,(x) o T,(x) < T3(x) or 
T,(x) < T4(x) or T,(x) = T*(x). In all these cases from the induction hypothesis and 
part (a) of the theorem we can prove part (b) of the theorem. 
COROLLARY. Given a program P E PB[ ; <I, and t E B such that CS[P(t)] = s 
there is a formula d,,, which is a finite conjunction of predicates of the form qi =x, 
rj # x, sk < x, t, 4 x, where qi, rj, s k, t, E B and are constructed by P, such that 
kt(t> and CWWI = s if4&). 
The predicate $,,t tells us all the tests (conditions) satisfied by t and thus for any 
input x which satisfies #Jx), the path traced in the symbolic execution tree will be s. 
This helps in understanding to what extent a PB[ ; <] program can distinguish one 
input from another. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. C,[ ; 91 d C,[ ; <I. 
Proof. A = {x ) R(x) = L(x)} E C,[ ; <] but we shall show that A & C,[ ; <I. 
Let us assume that there is a program P whose domain is A. Now let P have n 
registers. Let t, be a n-level incomparable term and suppose b(t,, t,) designates 
branch s. From the corollary to Lemma 5.2, we know that there is a formula 4,(x) = 
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[ A(q, = X) & A (rj # X) & A (sk < X) & A (t, 4 x)] such that #,(b(t,, fn)) and for any 
x, Cs[P(W,, f,,))] = CS[P(x>] if (,(x). F rom the form of 4, it is easy to show that 
h(W,, t,>) 3 4,(W$, , f,), A 1). But W, , L) E A and W(t,, f,>, A > @ A. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. C,,[ ;<] & C,[ ;<I. 
Proof. Same as proof of Proposition 5.6. 
PROPOSITION 5.8. VP Cdl ; pl k C,r[ ql. 
Proof: Let S be an r.e. set of integers which is not recursive. Define S’ to be the 
codingofs-{O,l}intermsofFBT.DefineS”={x~3yES [y<x&y+l<x]}. 
Note that S” n FBT = S’. It can be easily shown that S” E C,[ ; <I. Suppose there 
is a (total) program P whose range is S”. Let P have n registers and t, be a n-level 
incomparable term with the property Vx [x E FBT & x Q b(ll, A) z- x < tn]. Consider 
the set A = (z / z = b(t,, y) for y E S”}. Notice that the elements of A cannot be 
constructed by P because t, cannot be constructed by P. So, if there exists a x such 
that P(x) E A and x # P(x), then x < t,. We shall use this fact later. Observe that 
A c S”. We claim that A’ =A i7 (z 1 P(z) # z} is infinite. 
Case i {z 1 P(z) = z } is empty. 
This means that A’ =A. Clearly, A is infinite since {z 1 z = b(t,, y) & y E S’} cA 
and therefore so is A ‘. 
Case ii {z ) P(z) = z } is not empty. 
Take some z0 for which P(z,) = z,,. We shall show that A ’ finite implies that S’ is 
recursive which contradicts our assumption that S is not recursive. S’ is reducible to 
{z I P(z) = z } by the function f defined by, 
f(Y) =A if y& FBT, 
= zo if b(t,, y)EA’, 
= w,, Y> else. 
Then y E S’ implies b(t,, y) E A (from the definition of A). Now if b(t,, y) E A’, 
then f(y) = z,, E (z I P(z) = z}. Else b(t,, y) @A’ implies f(y) = b(t, , y) E 
{z 1 P(z) = z}. 
Also, y&S’ implies (y&FBT&f(y)=II) or (yEFBT&b(t,,y)@S”); 
Y @ FBT & f(y) = /i implies f(y) @ S” implies f(y) 4 {z 1 P(r) = z ), and 
y E FBT & b(t,, y) & S” implies b(t,, y) @J A’ implies j(y) = b(t, , y) 
implies f(y) G {z / P(z) = z }. 
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Hence y @G S’ implies f(y) 6Z {z 1 P(z) = z } and thus S’ is reducible to {z 1 P(z) = z } 
but S’ is recursive which is a contradiction. Therefore, A’ is infinite. Since A’ c S” 
we know that A’ = P(A”) for some infinite set A”. So z E A” implies that P(z) E A’ 
which implies that P(z) # z. Further P(z) # z and z E A’ implies that z <P(z) since 
for all x E A’, x is not constructed by P. This implies, by the remark made after the 
definition of A, that z < t,. This means that the set (x 1 x < I,} is intinite which is a 
contradiction. 
We showed that C,[f;p] c C,[f;p] but C,[ ;<I c?Cd[ ;<I. We show here that 
there is predicate p for which C,[ ; p] = C,[ ; p] even though PB[ ; p] # PB[R, L; 1. 
LEMMA 5.3. 0) 3pEPB[R,C I [C,[ ;plcC,[ ;pll, 
(ii) jpEPB[R,L; I [C,[ ;p]=C,,[ ;pll. 
Proof: (i) We would like to define a predicate p such that p(x, y) is true iffy E 
range(P,). If such a predicate is added to the programming language, then for each 
set S E C,[ ; p] we can construct a program in PB[ ; p] whose domain is S. 
However, it is clear that we cannot simultaneously define the predicate p and add it 
to the class of programs whose behaviour is defined by p since we can write a 
program in PB[ ; p] that uses p to determine its own behaviour on some input y and 
do exactly the opposite. So the predicate we are about to define has locks t, and t, to 
avoid such a situation. 
In order that the predicate p be defined properly we order the programs based on 
the number of registers in the program; if two programs have the same number of 
registers, then they are ordered by their program indices. We also want a mechanism 
for enforcing that a program can ask (using the predicate p) only about the behaviour 
of another program which comes strictly earlier in this order. 
DEFINITION 5.3. Define p(~, _n, t,, t,, y, _k) to be true if and only if. 
(i) rl? is the index of a program in P’B[ ; p] that has n registers, and 
(ii) there is an r level incomparable term t,, where r > (n + l), and L(t,) = t, 
and R(t,) = t,, and 
(iii) 3x P,(x) = y in less thank k steps. 
Condition (ii) means that no matter what the input is, no P’B[ ; p] program can 
have both t, and t, in its registers. (The argument here is similar to the one used for 
the corollary to Theorem 3.1.) So let S be any set in C,[ ; p] and let P, E PB[ ; p] be 
a program with range S that has a minimum number of registers, say n. Let t, abd t, 
be a pair of terms that satisfy (ii). The program that is to have S as its domain must 
be able to construct them. On input y the program will call p with m, n, t, , t,, y, and 
with k = 0, and continue to call p as it increments k. 
(ii) The proof of (ii) is very similar to that of (i). 
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5.2. PB and PB[ ; <] Recursive Sets 
This section will be devoted to characterizing PB-recursive sets and studying the 
relationships among PB[ ; <]-recursive sets, C,[ ; <] and C,,[ ; <I. We shall make 
certain general observations about the PB[ ; p] programs (some of these observations 
are technical) and use these to study the PB[ ; <] programs. The first interesting 
result in this section is Lemma 5.6; various technicalities are needed first. 
PROPOSITION 5.9. For all P E PB[ ; ~1 [x 4 P(x) + [CS[P(x)] = CS[P(y)] a 
P(x) = WI1 I. 
ProoJ The proof is by observing that b is the only function available to P and if 
P(x) is computed as a term consisting of x, then x < P(x). 
LEMMA 5.4. Given a program PE PB( ; p], let A = (x / 3y E B [P(Y) = 
X&L y <xl} and A’ = {xix is constructed by P}. There exists a program 
P’ E PB [ ; p] such that P’(FBT) 3 A and {x / x is constructed by P’ } 2 A’. 
Proof: We shall prove this lemma by showing how to construct the program P’. 
Let the IF statements and WHILE statements of P be labelled 1, 2,..., m. Each 
execution sequence of P can be described by an m-tuple a of numbers, where ai is the 
coding of the outcomes of the condition in IF/WHILE statement i. We associate a 
separate counter with each of the IF/WHILE statements and the counter Ci is 
incremented whenever the statement labelled i is executed. All counters are initialized 
to 0. The sequence ai = s~,~ ,..., s~,~ codes the information that the condition in the 
statement labelled i is satisfied whenever the content of the counter Ci is a member of 
the sequence. So each m-tuple, where each element is the coding of a finite sequence, 
corresponds to a possible execution sequence of P and N”’ contains the codings of all 
possible execution sequences of P. Keeping this in mind, we construct the program 
P’ = g(P) as follows: We attach counter Ci before the statement labelled i. Each 
input to P’ which is a member of FBT is interpreted as the coding of an execution 
sequence. Thus, 
g(X) = n (X is the input variable of P) 
g(Y) = Y (Y is a program variable of P) 
g@(Y, 7 Yd) = bk(Y,), g(Yd) 
g((program var) c (expn)) = g((program var)) +- g((expn)) 
g((stmt1); (stmt2)) = g((stmt1)); g((stmt2)) 
g(IF(cond) THEN (body 1) = Ci +- Ci + 1; 
ELSE (body2)) IF Ci E ai THEN g((body1)) 
ELSE g((body2)) (label of the statement is i) 
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g(WHILE(cond) DO = Cj t Ci + 1; 
(stmt list) END) WHILE Ci E ai DO 
g((stmt list)); Ci + Ci + 1; 
END; 
g(PRINT(program var)) = PRINT g((program var)) 
Ci E ui is the abbreviation for the piece of program which decodes ai and checks if Ci 
is a member of that sequence. All counters are initialized to 0. Thus the input to P’ is 
treated as an m-tuple and from the theory of recursive functions [38] we know that 
the decoding can be done by a PB[ ; p] program. From the construction of P’, we 
can see that the input to P’ is the coding (in the above sense) of the execution 
sequence of P’. So for each x E B such that x $ P(x), there exists an x’ E FBT such 
that CS[P(x)] = CS[P’(x’)] and hence the lemma. 
PROPOSITION 5.10. Zf P(FBT) = A, where P E PB[ ; p], then the set A ’ = 
{x / 3y E FBT s.t. x occurs in some register when computing>(y)} E C,[ ; p]. 
Proof. Given a program P s.t. P(FBT) =A it is easy to construct P’ s.t. 
P’(FBT) = A’. For P’ use the input as an ordered pair (xi, x2). Run P with xi as 
input and count the number of assignment statements as they are executed. If the 
count equals x2, print the content of the register which was last assigned to and halt. 
If P halts before the count reaches x2, halt P’ also. 
PROPOSITION 5.11. A, B E C,[ ; p] 3 A U B E C,[ ; p]. 
Proof: The proof is by a straightforward construction. 
PROPOSITION 5.12. Given a nonempty set A c B s.t. A is closed under the 
subterm relation, 
ProoJ The proof is by induction on x. 
Basis. x = A =a x E A since A is nonempty and closed under subterm relation. 
Induction step. x = b(x,, x2). 
Case i 
x,, x2 EA. Then choose y, =x, and y, =x2. 
Case ii 
x, or x2 not in A. Let us assume that x1 4 A. Then by induction hypothesis 
3y,, y2 E A [b( y,, y,) < x, & b(y,, yz) @ A]. Hence the result, as x1 <x. 
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PROPOSITION 5.13. Given A E C,[ ; p], the set {xIx=b(b(-..(b(y,, yz), 
y&.-), yk) for any k, where Y, ,..., yk E A } c C,[ ; p]. 
Proof: Let P(FBT) = A. Now construct P’ s.t. for any input x which codes the 
sequence y, ,..., y, (say, in prime power coding), 
P’(x) = w-**(w(Y,)~ P(Y*)>, P(Y,)>*..), P(Y,>)* 
PROPOSITION 5.14. Given a program P E PB[ ; p], if A E C,[ ; ~1, then P(A) E 
C,I ; PI* 
ProoJ The proof is by a straightforward construction. 
LEMMA 5.5. Given a program P E PB[ ; <I, let A = {x 1 x is constructed by P). 
There is a set A’ E C,[ ; <] such that if there is a solution to anyfinite conjunction A 
(si 4 x) & A (tj < x) & A (rk # x), where si, tj, rk E A, then there is a solution in A’. 
Further if there is a solution t 66 A, then there is a solution t’ E A’ such that t’ &A. 
Proof: From Lemma 5.4 and Proposition 5.10 it is clear that A c A,, for some A, 
that is closed under subterm and belongs to C,[ ; <I. Let A, = (x 1 L(x) E A, & 
R(x)EA,l* It is easy to verify that A, E C,[ ; <I. Let A, = (x 1 x = 
b(b(-..(b(~~, YZ), Y&..), yk) for any k, where Y,, y2,..., yk EA, VA,}. From 
Propositions 5.11 and 5.13 we know that A, E C,[ ; <I. We claim that if there is a 
solution to the given conjunction, then there is a solution to it in A i U A,. If there is 
a solution, then it is in either A, or it’s complement. 
Case i 
Solution in A i . Then obviously there is a solution in A 1 U A,. 
Case ii 
Solution in complement of A,. Call it x,,. Since A, is closed under subterm, from 
Proposition 5.12 we know that, 3yl, y, [b(y,, yJ E A, & b(y,, yJ 6Z A, & y,, 
y2 <x,1. Observe that b(y,, yJ GG A, means that b(y,, y2) 4 A either, as A c A, and 
we claim A (Si $ b(y,, yJ): suppose for some i, si < b(y,, y,); so, si = b( y,, yz), 
Si < y,, or si < yz. The first is impossible since si E A but b(y, , yJ & A. The second 
(third) is impossible because si < y, < x0 contradicts x, being a solution. This implies 
3yl, y, [b(y,,yJ E A, & b(b(...(b(y,, y2), t,)...), tk) satisfies the given conjunction]. 
From the definition of A,, we know b(b(. .e(b(y,, y,), t,). ..), tk) E A,. Hence there is 
a solution in A,. 
Lemmas 5.6-5.8 are the key steps in proving the main theorem of this section. 
LEMMA 5.6. Given a program P E PB[ ; &I, the set A = (x 13~ E B [P(y) = 
x~Ysr.XlI~Cg[ ;<I. 
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Proof: From the corollary to Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.5 it is clear that there is a 
set A’ E C,[ ; <] such that for all finite s in SET(P) 3x E A’ s.t. CS[P(x)] = s. So 
from Propositions 5.9 and 5.14 the proof is immediate. 
LEMMA 5.7. Given a program P E PB[ ; (1, if range(P) & C,[ ; <I, then for 
every S E C,[ ; <] 3x E complement of S s.t. x < P(x) & P(P(x)) # P(x). 
Proof Let us assume that for some SE C,[ ; <I, Vx E complement of S, 
P(x) = x, P(P(x)) = P(x), x 4 P( x ) , or P(x) is undefined. That means x is in range(P) 
iff x E P(S) U {x 13~ E B [P(y) = x & y < x]} U {x 1 P(x) = x}. The first two sets are 
in C,[ ; < ] and the third in C,[; <] and so all three sets and hence their union are in 
C,[ ; <I, which contradicts our assumption, 
PROPOSITION 5.15. Given a program P E PB[ ; <] and t not constructed by P, 
define S, = {t}, Sn+l = {x 1 x = b(y, _O) or x = b@, y), x = b(y, _1), or x = b(l, y) for 
y E S,) and S = U S,. x,, xz E S * CS[P(x,)] = CS[P[x,)]. 
Proof Given any finite conjunction 4 = [A (ri # x) & A (sj < x) 8c A (t, < x)], 
where ri, sj, t, are constructed by P, it is easy to verify that 4(x,) iff #(x2) for 
x, , x2 E S, by observing that Vx E S, x is not constructed by P. So from the corollary 
to Lemma 5.2, we have CS[P(x,)J = CS[P(x,)]. 
LEMMA 5.8. If P, P’ E PB[ ; <] with range(P) = A and range(P’) = complement 
of A, then for all x, one of the following must hold: (i) P(x) < b(A, A), (ii) x is either 
constructed by P or P’, (iii) x < P(x), or (iv) P(P(x)) = P(x). 
Proof Suppose for some x none of (i)-(iv) is true, call it x,. Define S, = (P(xO)} 
and Sn+, and S as in Proposition 5.15. Now from Proposition 5.15 we know that 
P(x) # x for x E S as P(P(x,,)) # P(x,,). Observe that x0 is not constructed by P or P’ 
implies P(xJ is also not constructed by P or P’ since x0 < P(x&. Also, P’(x) # x for 
x E S as P’(P(x,)) # P(xJ since P(x,,) is not a member of complement of A. Let the 
set of all subterms of x0 be called S, and let its cardinality be m. From the 
definition of S, we have 1 S, / = 4”. For any x E S,, , 3y E S, for -1 < k < n s.t. 
P(y) = x or P’(y) = x since x is a member of A or its complement and x is not 
constructed by P or P’. Let u be the smallest number s.t. 2(m + C 49 < 4’. It is easy 
to verify that such a u exists. Now by a counting argument we can show that even P 
and P’ together cannot enumerate all the elements of S. But according to our 
assumption range(P) u range(P’) = B. 
THEOREM 5.2. (a) A set A and its complement A’ are in C,[ ; <] iff A is 
PB[ ; <] recursive. 
(b) A nonempty set A and its complement A’ are in C,,[ ; <] iff A is PB[ ; <] 
recursive. 
(c) A set A and its complement A’ are in C,[ ; <] @A is PB[ ; <] recursive. 
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(d) A set A and its complement A’ are in C,[ ; <] implies A is PB[ ; <] 
recursive; A is PB[ ; <] recursive does not imply that A is in C,[ ; <I. 
ProoJ (a) X= Immediate. +- Let dom(P,) = A and dom(P,) = A’. Modify P, and 
P, so that there is a counter associated with each of the WHILE loops which gets 
initialized to 0 when the loop is entered and gets incremented by 1 each time through 
the loop. Change the condition part of each of the WHILE statements into 
(cond) & Ci < ZV, where Ci is the counter attached to the statement and N is a new 
variable. We can assume, without loss of generality, that the registers in P, and P, 
(other than the register corresponding to the input variable) are disjoint. Replace the 
STOP statement in P, by PRINT (I) and in P, by PRINT (9). Call the modified 
programs P; and Pi. Now the program P defined to be 
N+-A; 
WHILE (X = X) DO 
P; ; P; ; 
N+- b(N, N); 
END: 
recognizes A. 
(b) + Immediate. * Let range(P,) = A and range(P,) = A’. Suppose A is not 
recursive. Then from (a) we known that A or A’ is not in C,[ ; <<I. Without loss of 
generality, we assume that A 66 C,[ ; <]. Let A, = {x ] x is constructed by P,} and 
A, = {x ] x is constructed by P2}. Now from Lemma 5.4 and Proposition 5.11 we can 
conclude that there is a set E C,[ ; <] which contains A, U A,. Now from Lemma 5.7 
we have, 3x E complement of (A, U AJ s.t. PI(x) # x & P,(P,(x)) # P,(x) & x < 
P,(x). But this contradicts Lemma 5.8. Hence the result. 
(c) X= Immediate. 3 The proof is same as the proof of (b) since we did not assume 
that P, or P, is total. 
(d) + Immediate from (a). Any cofinite set is recursive but not in C,[ ; <I. 
Next we shall characterize PB-recursive sets. 
LEMMA 5.9. Given a total P E PB, range(P) @ C, implies that for everyfinite set 
S, 3x E complement of S s.t. x < P(x) & P(P(x)) f P(x). 
ProoJ Range(P) 4 C, implies range(P) is infinite and coinfinite. So from the 
structure of SET(P) for total P we can conclude that for x E {z ] z is not constructed 
by I’}, x < P(x) 8~ W(x)) f: P(x). 
LEMMA 5.10. If P, P’ E PB with range(P) = A and range(P’) = complement of A, 
then for all x, one of the following must hold: (i) P(x) < b(A, A), (ii) x is either 
constructed by P or P’, (iii) x 4 P(x), or (iv) P(P(x)) = P(x). 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 5.8. 
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THEOREM 5.3. The following are equivalent: 
(a) A is PB-recursive, 
(b) A is finite or cofinite, 
(c) A and its complement A’ are in C,, 
(d) A and its complement A’ are in C,,. 
Proof: (i) (a) o (b) is immediate from Corollary 1 to Lemma 4.4. 
(ii) (a) + (c) is immediate. The proof of (c) * (a) is similar to the proof of 
Theorem 5.2(a). 
(iii) (a) 2 (d) is immediate. (d) * (a) follows from Lemmas 5.9 and 5.10. The 
proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.2(b). 
6. A LOGIC FOR BINARY TREES AND THEIR PROGRAMS 
In this section we shall be dealing with the term algebra B, the programs PB[R, L], 
and the first order language LB[<], all of which were defined in general in Section 2. 
Our main theorem in this section is that PB[R, L] is representable in QB[<]; we also 
show that the representability is exact. We discuss this before the multisuccessor case 
because, as one might expect, it is easier to see what is going on in this case. 
However, the two proofs have the same structure, and as a result, it becomes quite 
clear how to do any term algebra. 
We recall or make more specific a few things that we need from Section 2. The 
functions R and L are definable in LB and hence in LB [<I; see Item 3 1. So we shall 
use R and L as defined symbols in LB[<]. The set, “full binary tree” (FBT), is 
definable in LB[<], see Item 18; so we shall use FBT as a defined symbol in LB[<]. 










The logical axioms for the predicate calculus. 
The axioms for equality for =. 
The axioms for partial order for <. 
Vx(A # x + 3y 3z(x = b( y, z))), 
vx VY(A f b(x, Y)), 
vx Vx’ vy Vy’ ((b(x, y) = b(x’, y’)) ++ (x = x’ A y = y’)), 
Vx(x<A-+x=A), 
vx vy Vz((x < b(y, z)) 4-B (x = b(y, z) v x < y v x < z)), 
Vx Vy((FBT(x) A FBT( y)) -+ (x = y V x < y V y < x)). 
For the duration of Section 6, t4 is to mean that 4 is a theorem in the system 
QB[<]. It is easy to get some sense of the power of QB[<] by noticing the following 
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two versions of the same fundamental property that relates the structure of B to the 
facts provable about it in QB[<]. (The same relation holds for any t.a. A and 
appropriate axiom system QA[f, ~1.) The idea is that for a given t E B the things 
that are provably subterms of it are exactly those elements of B that are its actual 
subterms. 
SUBTERM LEMMA. Given t E B, let to,..., t, be all the subterms oft. Then, 
tVz(z < t + (z = t, v a. * v z = t,)). 
(One consequence of this is that all nonstandard models of B are end extensions.) 
The related fact that we use repeatedly is that for a given t E B, if a certain property 
is provable about each actual subterm of t, one by one, then it is provable that for all 
y, if y < t, then y has that property. Stated more formally it is the 
BASIC LEMMA. Let 4 be a formula with one free variable. For any t E B, let 
t,, t, 7**-, t, be all the proper subterms oft. Then 
@(to) A * * - A #(t/J + (z < t + fiqz)). 
The proofs of both lemmas are by induction on the structure (formation) of t. 
6.1. The Representability of PB[R, L] in QB[<] 
Let h be a function from B to B, then h is representable in QB[<] if there is a 
formula #,, with two free variables such that for all t, t’ E B, if h is defined on t, then, 
h(t) = t’ if and only if t-(#,Jt, y) H y = t’). A relation r on B is representable in 
QB[<] if there is a formula 4, such that for all t E B if r(t) is true, then t4,(t), and, 
if r(t) is false, then t-+,(t). 
Since a program in PB[R, L] defines a function, it makes sense to say “P is 
representable.” There are several possible conventions one could make about how a 
program could be said to define a relation on B; the choice seems to have no effect 
on the theory. So we choose, arbitrarily, to say that if the function computed by a 
program P E PB [R, L] is total and {,4, b(A, A)} valued, then it defines a relation and, 
conversely, by a PB[R, L]-computable relation we mean a relation computable by 
such a program. Having established that convention we also restrict all our programs 
to having exactly one entry and one exit. 
THEOREM 6.1. For every program P E P’B[R, L] there is a formula 4, of LB[<], 
with two free variables, such that for all t, t’ E B, ifP halts on t, then, 
P(t) = t’ if and only l$ k(#,,(t, y) ++ y = t’). 
The proof, which we sketch only, is by induction on the formation of PB[R, L] 
programs. The individual variables (of LB [&I) x, or x, ,..., x,, and y are reserved for 
designating, in the appropriate formula, the input and output variables of the program 
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P. That the function b: B x B + B defined by b(t, t’), and the relations “equals” and 
“subterm” are representable using b, = and < and that the functions R and L are 
representable can be proved in a straightforward way by induction on the ranks of 
the terms involved. The proofs of the next three lemmas are as we would expect. 
ASSIGNMENT STATEMENT LEMMA. Any function computed by a PB[R, L] 
assignment statement is representable in QB [<I. 
IF-THEN-ELSE LEMMA. If P,, P,, and P, are programs in PB[R, L] that are 
representable in QB [<I, then the program IF P, THEN P, ELSE P, is also represen- 
table in PB[R, L]. 
COMPOSITION LEMMA. If P, and P, are programs in PB[R, L] that are represen- 
table in QB [<I, then the program P, ; P, is also. 
WHILE-DO LEMMA. Suppose P,, P, E PB[R, L], where P, and P, are represen- 
table in QB[<]. Then the program P 
WHILE P, DO P, 
is representable in QB[<]. 
Naturally, the WHILE-DO case is more difficult than the previous three. (We 
assume for the proof that r is a l-place relation and h a l-place function; to include 
functions and predicates of more than one place makes things more complicated, but 
not less true.) 
Let g denote the function computed by P. Certainly, for all t E B 
g(t) = h”“(t) for n,=,nn[lP(h”(t))] for n EN. 
The formula that represents P must refer to arbitrarily many iterations of h and 
therefore we introduce a new function, “the history of iterations of h function,” from 
N X B to B. The idea is that the value of this function on t should be a list whose 
elements are the values of h’(t) for 1 < i < n,. Furthermore, it must be possible to 
describe that value by a formula of LB[<] and that formula must also say that the 
relation r holds for h’(t) for 1 < i < n, and does not hold for h”O(t). In order to do 
this is seems necessary to introduce some technicalities. 
We shall be thinking about a binary tree as a list; thus b(tk, b(tkel,..., t,, b(t, ,A))) 
is a “list” of “elements,” t, ,..., t,. At this point, we remind the reader about the 
relation full binary tree FBT, as defined. The relation “tail” (TL) on B x B will 
insure the possibility of being able to point to the ith element of the sequence, 
TL(u, U) H v < u A FBT(v) 
A V w < u((u < w A u # w) + Vu’, u’ < w(b(u’, v’) = w A v < u’)). 
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Thus, “u is a tail of u” if it is a full binary tree that occurs in only one place, namely, 
as a subterm rooted on the rightmost branch of u and having its rightmost branch 
coincide with the end of the rightmost branch of U. If a term u has a tail, then we can 
think of its rightmost branch as a clothesline attached at the left end by the root of u 
and at the right end by the tail with the other branches hanging from the line. The 
relation “element of’ (EL) on B x B makes it possible to refer unambiguously to 
those branches that are hanging off the line. Thus “z is an element of u” 
EL(z, U) e, 3u(TL(v, u) A $(b(z, y) < u A u < y). 
Let F denote the set of all functions from B to B and define the function tl: 
PxNxB +Nby 
tyz, n, t) = 1 + onl?.~n {rk(b(l:, h’(t)))}. 
Now we define the “history of iterations function (HI)” HI: F x N X B + B by 
HI@, n, t) = f, where i is the term in Fig. 5. With all these ideas in mind, we define 
the formula w of LB[<] that is to represent the program P of the WHILE-DO 
lemma. 
The formula w(u, w, x, y) is 
w < u A FBT(w) 
A (3x’ < u)(TL(x’, u) A b(b(A, x), x’) < u 
A (W)(u’ < u Ax’ ( u’ A u = b(b(w, y), u’))) 
A (Vu)(Vu’)((u < u A u’ < u A EL(u, u) A EL(u’, u)) 
-+ (u = u’ v L(u) # L(u’)) 
A (Vz)(z < w + (W)(Y’ < u A EL@(z, ~‘1, u)>> 
A (Vz)(Vy’)(Vy”)((z < w A y’ < u A y” < u A EL(b(z, J’), U) 
A EWW, z), v”), u>> -+ h(~‘, Y”)) 
A (Vz)(W)((z < w A Y’ < u A JW(z, ~‘1, u)> -, 4,W)) 









FIG. 5. The value of the history function. 
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In the formula, u refers to the term being described (e.g., 0, w refers to the subterm 
of u that indicates the highest number of iterations of h coded into U, x refers to the 
argument value and y to the output value. It is convenient to think of each element as 
an ordered pair (label, value). The meaning of the lines as numbered is as follows: 
Line (1) w is a full binary tree occurring as a subterm of U. 
Line (2) “structure”: u has a tail and is structured so that just above the tail is 
an element with the label A and value the input, and the leftmost element of u has the 
label w and value the output. 
Line (3) “singlevaluedness”: Two elements having the same label must have the 
same value. 
Line (4) “entire history”: For every subterm of w there is an element labelled by 
that subterm. 
Line (5) “all iterations of h”: The values of two elements having labels that 
differ by one belong, as an ordered pair, to the graph of h. Indeed, the label indicates 
the number of iterations of h on the value of x. 
Line (6) r is true of the values of all elements that are labelled by a proper 
subterm of w. 
Line (7) r is false of the value of any element labelled by w. 
In view of this discussion, and using the various necessary definitions, we can 
prove the WHILE-DO lemma by proving the 
HISTORY LEMMA. Consider any t E B; suppose that P halts on t: 
(1) ifP(t) = t’, then t-(3~ 3wv(u, w, t, y) -+ y = h”“(t)), 
where n, = ,un[lr(h”(t))], 
(2) ifP(t) = t’, then t-(y = h”O(t) -+ 3u 3ww(u, w, t, y))for n, as given, 
(3) ift(3u3w~(u, w, t, y) c) y = h”O(t)),for n, as given, then P(t) = t’. 
The difficulty with proofs from a set of axioms is that we cannot simply appeal to 
the reader’s intuition about a subject because the whole point is to show that the 
axioms chosen are, in fact, sufficient to represent that intuition. For that reason we 
cannot give a short or intuitive proof of the history lemma; a careful proof is rather 
long and technical and does not contain any new insights. Rather than give it all, we 
shall set up the necessary lemmas and give a few indications about their proofs; any 
reader interested in more details can find them in [45]. The next four lemmas state 
explicitly what must be proved. The next three lemmas show that our defined 
relations FBT, TL, and EL are representable in QB[<]. 
FBT-LEMMA. For any tE B: 
(i) ifFBT(t), then I-FBT(t), and 
(ii) if not FBT(t), then t-lFBT(t). 
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The proof is by induction on the structure of t. 
TL-LEMMA. For all t, t’ E B, 
(i) if TL(t, t’), then tTL(t, t’), and 
(ii) if not TL(t, t’), then tlTL(t, t’). 
Proof: Let 4 be the following formula with free variables w, and w2: 
(WI < w* A w, # WJ -+ 34 u < w,(b(u, u) = w* A w, 4 24). 
Suppose t and t’ are any terms for which TL(t, t’) is true. Then, for each t” < t’, 
t#(t, t”). For the given t, 4(t, wJ is a formula with one free variable, so by the basic 
lemma. 
E ,?, $qt, t”>+ (z < t’ -+ !a z)>. 
Then, by using modus ponens and combining the result with the representability of < 
and FBT we obtain (i). The proof of (ii) is straightforward. 
EI-LEMMA. For all t, t’ E B: 
(i) ifEL(t, t’), then kEL(t, t’), and 
(ii) if not EL@, t’), then tlEL(t, t’). 
The proof is straightforward. 
The four parts of the next lemma say that you can prove about v/ that it has the 
properties you want, namely, 
(i) the history of <w iterations of h on t are there correctly labelled, 
(ii) the relation r is true of the values for the iterations (of h on t) less than w, 
(iii) the wth iteration of h on t is the output, 
(iv) the relation r is false for that wth iteration. 
FOUR PART LEMMA. For any tE B: 
(i) for all j E N 
(ii) for all j E N 
t(j < w A v(u, w, t, Y)) --* h(hj(O)), 
(iii) for all i E N 
k(1: L w A I,&, w, t, y)) -+ (y = h’(t)), 
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(iv) for all i E N 
The proof of (i) is by induction on j and uses lines (2), (5), and (4) of II/, the 
definition of EL and the representability of h. The proof of (ii) uses the definition of 
EL, lines (2) and (3) of y/ and part (i). The proof of (iv) uses line (7) of ly and 
part (i). 
The proof of the history lemma (1) uses the four part lemma (ii) and the represen- 
tability of r to get tv(u, w, t, J) + lb,, > w), and then uses the four part lemma (iv) 
along with the representability of r and the basic lemma to obtain k~(u, w, t, y) -+ 
l(w ( _nt,). These results are combined with line (1) of v, axiom (6) and the four part 
lemma (iii) to obtain the result. We note that this is the only place that axiom (6) 
(trichotomy for FBT) is used in our proofs. 
For the proof of the history lemma (2), let t be any term of B and, as in the 
statement of the theorem, let n, =pnIlr(h”(t))], and let t^= HI(h, n,, t), as in Fig. 5. 
If 
then, since 
I-yl(i,_n,, t, h”o(t))-, 34 3wly(u, w, t, hQ(t)), 
and since 
Fy = h”o(t) -+ (34 3wy/(u, w, t, h-yt)) - 34 3wiy(u, w, t, y)) 
we can conclude that 
+y = hyt) + 34 3wly(u, w, t, y). 
So we must prove that 
W(f, _n,, t, wyt)). (*) 
We refer to the line numbers of w with the understanding that it is I&, _n,,, t, n’@(t)). 
The way to prove * is first to prove lines (l)-(4). Then EVy’ < f[ (EL@@, y’), i) ts 
y’ #h’(t))]. Then use this to prove lines (5~(7). Throughout these proofs, the 
representability of h, Y, FBT, EL, and TL is used and the basic lemma is used many 
times. This ends our discussion of the proof of Theorem 6.1. 
6.2. The Exact Representability of PB[R, L] in QB[<] 
THEOREM 6.2. For every formula 4 of LB[ < ] with two free variables that 
defines a function from B to B, there is a program P, E PB[R, L] such that for all t, 
t’ E B, 
+(t, t’) if and only $ P,(t) = t’. 
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Proof. Since PB [R, L] is Turing for B, a Church’s thesis argument says this must 
be true. But since we are investigating how PB[R, L] works, we shall outline the 
program P,. What we shall need are the following: 
(1) A coding of formulas of LB[<] into B; also a coding of sequences of 
formulas. 
(2) A program in PB[R, L] that decides whether or not a member of B codes a 
sequence of formulas that constitutes a proof; call it PP. 
(3) A program that takes a member of B that codes a proof and outputs the 
term of B that codes the formula proved by that proof; call it PT. 
(4) For any fixed formula Q with two free variables, say, x, and x,, two 
programs: First a program that takes as input t” and t of B and decides whether or 
not t” codes a sentence obtained from 4 by substituting t for x, and some term of B 
for x2, call it PT#; and a second program which, given a t” for which PT# decides 
“yes,” picks out the term that is substituted for x2, call it PV#. 
Recall from Item 48 that there is a program E E P’B[R, L] that generates B. Let 
E’ denote a program in P’B[R, L] that performs in accordance with the following: 
E’(t) = if lFBT(t), then /1 
else the nth term generated by E, where t = _n. 






while X, =/i 
doX,t E’(X,) 
if PP(X,) then 
x3 + PVX,) 
if PT$(X,, Xi) then 




x2 + w* 3 x2> 
else 
x2 + w, 3 X2) 
End 
FIG. 6. The program P,. 
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We give a few indications about how to build the programs mentioned in the outline: 
more details can be found in [45]. To make things clearer, we introduce a temporary 
conceptual device. Let B[x,, x2,...] be the (infinitely generated) term algebra 
generated by the constant symbols A, x,, x2,..., and the function symbol b. That is, 
/i E B[x,, x1 ,... ] and, for each i, 1 < i, xi E B[x,, x2 ,.,. 1; further if 7, 7’ E B[x,, x2 ,... 1, 
then b(z, 7’) E B [x1, x2 ,... 1; and that is all. Analogously, let PB [R, L, x,, x2,...] be the 
class of programs defjned like the class PB[R, L] but including also the symbols 
x1 9 x2,... as constant symbols of the programming language. We define the matching 
problem to be the problem of deciding whether or not for an arbitrary pair t” E B and 
7 E B[x,, x2 ,... ] there exist t,, t, ,... E B such that the term obtained from 7 by 
substituting the tl)s for the xis is exactly t”? (Notice that although there are infinitely 
many xI)s available, only finitely many of them occur in any 7 E B[x,, x2,...].) The 
matching problem can be thought of as a weak form of unification namely, does there 
exist a substitution map u: {x,, x2,...} -+ B such that a(7) = t’? 
MATCHING LEMMA. There is a PB[R, L, x,, x2,...] program that decides the 
matching problem. 
Rather than give the whole program and its proof, we describe what it does. The 
idea of the program is to dismember the inputs 7 and t” in a parallel fashion, always 
working on the leftmost subterm not as yet processed. There are program variables t- 
stack and r-stack to keep track of, in parallel, the parts not yet looked at. The 
program looks for parts that (1) are equal, in which case go on, (2) unequal but the 
part from 7 is from the set {x1, x2 ,...}, in which case add that variable to the program 
variable var-list and the parallel part from t” to the program variable term-list, (3) 
neither: check some details that may lead to failure, and if not failure, process this 
pair of parts as if it were new input (recursively). Once all of r and t” have been 
processed successfully, a check must be made that variables in var-list that are equal 
have their corresponding terms in the term-list equal. Since {xl, x2,...} is an infinite 
set, we seem to have a flaw; but we shall take care of it in a moment. Notice that if 
this program were parameterized to a fixed, finite set of x:s, and hence also the input, 
there would be no problem. 
We refer to the preceding program as the matching algorithm (M.A.). There are a 
few families of variations on the M.A. that we shall use. One family is parameterized 
to one constant symbol, say x, (or any finite number); it takes three inputs t”, 7, t 
(for t E B) and decides if there is a u such that u(7) = t” and a(~,) = t. A second 
variation, also parameterized to a constant symbol, say, x2 (or any finite number), 
decides if there is a u, as in the first variation (or in M.A.), and if so, outputs the 
subterm of t” that corresponds to x2. 
We make the following assumptions about our coding of formulas of LB[&] into 
B. We assume that there is a finite list of fixed elements of B that will be used as type 
identifiers where the types are: free variable, bound variable, term, universal quan- 
tifier, connective, etc. Let ‘f’, ‘bu’, etc. denote, respectively, the terms of B that code 
these type identifiers. Suppose, for example, we code xi by j. Then for a free 
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FIG. 7. Coding of a proof. 
occurrence of xi in a formula 4, b(‘f’,i) will be a subterm of ‘4’ which is the term 
that codes 4. This assumption about coding allows us to remove the flaw in the M.A. 
When the algorithm tests to see if part of t, call it Y, is in {xi, x2,...}, what it really 
does is to check whether L(Y,) = ‘f ’ u or =‘bu’, and if so, if R(Y,) E FBT. Thus, the 
device is no longer necessary and the flaw disappears. 
With these ideas established, we can see how the programs PP, PT, PT#, and PVq5 
needed by P, work: PT$ and PV# combine into a single program that uses the 
second variation, mentioned above, of the M.A. Thus, with t” and t as input, the 
second variation is called to take t”, ‘$‘, t as input; either it returns “failure,” or 
because t” does code a formula obtained from 9 by substituting t for x, and some 
term t’ for x2, it returns t’. The program for PP is a little more complicated. We 
assume that the coding of proofs is in the form shown in Fig. 7, where q$,..., Qi, 
#i+ I v-9 4, is a proof and t, is a term satisfying TL. For every axiom of QB[<], the 
program PP needs an M.A. parameterized to the code of that axiom. Then PP must 
also be able to check to see if di results from #j by substituting variables or terms for 
variables; this can also be done by a variation on the M.A. The other aspects of being 
a proof that PP must check are either similar, or easier. The program PT just takes 
RL of a term that has passed successfully through PP. With these comments we end 
the sketch of the proof of Theorem 6.2. 
7. A LOGIC FOR STRINGS AND THEIR PROGRAMS 
In this section we shall be dealing with the term algebra S,, the class of programs 
PS,, the first order language LS,[*], and the axioms for QS[*], where * is the 
symbol for concatenation. Our main theorem in this section is that PS, is represen- 
table in QS [*I; we then show the representation is exact. The general structure of this 
section is like that of the previous section. However, as everyone knows, trees are 
nicer data structures than strings, and so there are more technicalities here. 
The set NUM that we use to represent the natural numbers is defined in Item 17 
and we used Num as a defined symbol. Though we used < as the symbol for subterm 
in our general remarks and for B, in this particular context the meaning of subterm is 
initial substring (suffix), reading from right to left, and so we used > to accord better 
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with our visual image of the situation. Actually, we only use > as a defined symbol 














The logical axioms for the predicate calculus. 
The axioms for equality. 
(Vx)(A # x + (3z)(x = S,(z) v x = S,(z))), 
(Vx>(A + S,(x)), 
VXM # S*(x))9 
(Vx)(Vy)(x = y tf (x = y = A v (3x’)(3y’)(x = S,(x’) A y = S,($) A 
x’ = y’) v (3x’)(3y’)(x = S,(x’) A y = S,(y’) A x’ = y’)), 
vxwY’y)(s,(x) # S*(Y)), 
(Vx)(x*/i=xA/i *x=x), 
(vxwY’y)(s,(x) * Y = S,(x * Y>)9 
(vx)(vY’y)(s,(x) * Y = SAX * v>>v 
(vx>(YYY)(vz)(x * 0 * z> = (x * Y> * z), 
(Vx)(Vy)((x * y =x’ * y) -+ x = x’), 
(Vx)(Vy)(Num(x) A Num(y)) + (x = y V x > y V y > x). 
Henceforth, t# means that 4 is provable from these axioms. To show that * and > 
behave as we expect and in ways we shall need later, we must first prove the 
OPERATIONAL LEMMA. The following are provable in QS, [ * ] : 
(c) The axioms for partial order: 
Vx(x 2 x), 
VxV~~Vz((x>yAy>z)+(x>z)). 
(10) (Vx)(V~~)((x*y=/i)+(x=~IAy=/i)), 
(11) (Vx)(/i >x-+n =x), 
(12.1) (vx)(bJv)(s,(x) > Y 4+ (S,(x) = Y v x > Y)), 
(12.2) (Vx)(YYly)(S,(x) > Y +-+ (S,(x) = Y v x > Y>h 
(13.1) (vxwY)(x=sl(Y)+x> Y>Y 
(13.2) WW.Y’Y)(X = S,(Y) -+ x > Y). 
We have numbered these in continuation of the axioms for easy reference. Of 
course, > does not appear in any proofs. As for the actual proofs, it is easier to start 
with (10) and then do them in any order. To prove (lo), use axioms (l)-(2.2) and 
(5)-(6.2). The first axiom for partial order is from axiom (5), the second uses (lo), 
and axioms (5), (6), and (8), the third is very easy. Formula (11) follows from (10). 
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For (12.1) (and (12.2)) use axioms (4), (6.1), (6.2), and (3). For (13.1) (and (13.2)) 
use axioms (5), (6), and ((2.1), (2.2)). 
We also have the fundamental connection between S, and Q,S,[*] discussed in 
Section 6. 
SUBTERM LEMMA. Given any t E S,, let t,,,..., t, be all the subterms oft. Then 
FVz(z < t + (2 = t, v . . . v z = t,)). 
BASIC LEMMA. Let 4 be a formula with one free variable. For any t E S,, let 
t t ,,, , ,..., t, be all of its subterms. Then 
WWA --* A 4(h)) -+ (t > z + 4(z)). 
7.1. The Representability of PS, in QS,[*] 
The definitions of representable function and predicate are the same as in 
Section 6, but with reference to QS,[ *] here. 
THEOREM 7.1. For every program P E PS, there is a formula Qp of LS,(*], with 
two free variables, such that for all t, t’ E S,, tfP halts on t, then 
P(t) = t” tf and only if k&(t, y) + y = t’). 
Of course, the proof is by induction of the formation of programs. That the 
functions S, , S,, and * are representable can be proved by induction on the ranks of 
the terms involved. The proofs of the next three lemmas are easy. 
ASSIGMENT STATEMENT LEMMA. Any function computed by a PS, assignment 
statement is representable in QS,[ *I. 
IF-THEN-ELSE LEMMA. If P,, P,, P, E PS, are representable in QS,[*], then 
the program IF P, THEN P, ELSE P, is representable in QS,[*]. 
COMPOSITION LEMMA. If P,, P, E PS, are representable in QS,[*], then the 
program P, ; P, is representable in QS,[*]. 
WHILE-DO LEMMA. Suppose that P,, P, E PS, and are representable in 
QS,[*]. Then the program P of the form WHILE P, DO P, is also representable in 
QS,[*l. 
As in the previous section, the proof of this lemma is fairly complicated. The 
general structure of the proof is exactly as before, but there are differences in detail 
caused by differences between the structure of B and the structure of S,. We shall 
show how to define the history function in this context and then state the lemmas to 
show the role the structure plays. Should anyone care to see all the details, they can 
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be found in [45]. We assume for the proof that P, computes a one-place function and 
the P, computes a one-place relation. As usual in this kind of situation, it is necessary 
to represent in S, the history of the successive iterations of a function from S, to S,. 
Since we cannot just concatenate the values of successive iterations of the function h 
that is computed by P, and hope to be able to retrieve each one when we need it, we 
proceed as follows. Let F denote the set of all functions from S, to S, and define the 
function mj: F x N x S, -+ N by mj(h, n, t) = 2 + max,,Gic,{]hi(t)]}. So, the “history 
of iteration function,” HF x N x S, + S, is defined by H(h, n, t) = f, where t^ is 
S&I * d + 1) * S*@“(t)) * S,w) * a+. * S,@) * S,(t) * S,@) * S&i). 
Here d = mj(h, n, t). It will be helpful to think of each subword S,(d + i t 1) * S,(A), 
not only as a marker between iterations of h and as a label that is paired with the 
value of ith iterate of h, e.g., 
(S,(d t i + 1) * S,(A), h’(t)), 
but also as a label that is paired with the subterm y’ of i such that f> S, 
(d t i + 1) * S,(f). (W e are grateful to R. Statman for pointing out that by making 
the markers big enough, the individual values can be retrieved. We discovered subse- 
quently that Quine uses the same trick in [35].) 
Let P be the program of the lemma; if P halts on input t and gives a value t’, it is 
because there is an n, E N such that for all i, 0 < i < n,, r(h’(t)), and lr(h""(t)) and 
t’ = h’@(t). The formula w of LS,[*] that describes this state of affairs is as follows: 
NWu) A u > S,(S,(u)) * S,(x) * S,(u) * S,(A) line (1) 
A WY) A Numb4 A W)(u = WW * 4) * S,(Y) * S,(w * u> (line (2) 
* S*(Y’)) 
A Vz)(S,(w) > z) line (3) 
+ (VYWY2)(@ a S*(z * u) * S*(Y,) * 24 > w * u> * S,(Y,)) 
+ Y1 = Y2)) 
A Vz)(S,(w) 2 z -+ PY,)@Mu > S,(W) * 4 * NY,) * W * 4 We (4) 
* S*(Yl))) 
* (VZ>(VY,>(V~iyl)(VY2)(V~~)(~ 2 S,(z) line (5) 
+ (u a S*(S,(S,( z * u>)) * S,(Y*) * S,(S,(z * u>) * UYS) 
A u 2 S*(S,(z * u>> * S*(YJ * S,(z * 0) * S*(vl)) -+ h(YI, Y*)>) 
A (vzPY,PY;)(~ > z) line (6) 
-+ (u > S,(S,(z * VI> * UY,) * SAZ * u) * S,(Yl) -+ d,(Y,))). 
In the formula, ZJ refers to the term being described, w indicates the highest number 
of iterations coded into U, u refers to the longest subterm of S1’s at the right end of u 
and is the lower bound, so to speak, the keeps the markers big enough, x refers to the 
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argument value and y to the output value of the WHILE-DO program. The meaning 
of the lines is outlined next: 
Line (1) describes the structure of the right end of U. 
Line (2) describes the structure of the left end of u and says that r does not hold 
of the output value. 
Line (3) “singlevaluedness.” Two labels that are equal must have the same 
corresponding subterm (and therefore the same values). 
Line (4) “entire history.” Every subterm of w labels a subword of U. 
Line (5) “all the iterations of h.” The values of two labels that differ by one 
belong, as an ordered pair, to the graph of h. 
Line (6) Y is true of the values labeled by a proper subterm of w. 
HISTORY LEMMA. Consider any t E S, and suppose that P halts on t. 
(1) If P(t) = t’, then ~(34 3w 3vy/(u, w, v, t, y) + y = h”O(t)), where 
no = w [WW))], 
(2) ifP(t) = t’, then t-(y = h’@(t)+ 3u 3w 3uw(u, w, v, t, y))for no, 
(3) ift-4~ 3w 3vv(u, w, v, t, y) ++ y = h”O(t)),for no as shown, then P(t) = t’. 
The proof follows essentially the same format as in the case for B. 
NUM-LEMMA. For any tES,: 
(i) if Num(t), then tNum(t), and 
(ii) if not Num(t), then klNum(t). 
The proof is by induction on the structure of t. 
FOUR PART LEMMA. For any t E S, and any j E N, 
(9 k(w >J’ A v(u, w, v, t, Y>> --t PY')(u 2 Ski+ * v) * Wj(t)> * 
W * 4 * &(Y’)), 
(ii> t(w > i A v(u, w, v, t, Y>) + W’(t)), 
(iii) k(w = J’ A ~(u, w, v, t, y)) + y = d(t), 
(iv) E(w = j A v(u, w, 4 t, y)> -+ Y,@‘(t)). 
The axioms for equality and the associativity axiom (7) are used throughout the 
proof. Part (i) is, again, by induction on j, and uses line (4) of w and the represen- 
tability of h. Part (ii) uses line (6) and part (i). Part (iii) uses line (3), line (2) 
axioms (6) and (8), and part (i). Part (iv) is an easy consequence of line (2) and part 
(iii). 
The proof of the history lemma (1) uses the four part lemma, the trichotomy axiom 
(9) and the basic lemma in a manner completely analogous to the proof for B in 
Section 6. 
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The proof of the history lemma (2) is also rather similar to the one for B, the main 
point being to prove 
ME %I, 4 4 h”O@)), (*I 
and this is done, line by line of w, with many uses of the basic lemma. 
As for the proof of the history lemma, (3) it is exactly the same as in the case for 
B, but with the correct v. This ends the sketch of the proof of Theorem 7.1. 
7.2. The Exact Representability of PS, in QS,[*] 
THEOREM 7.2. For every formula # of LS,[*] with two free variables that defines 
a function from S, to S,, there is a program P, E P’S, such that for all t, t’ E S,, 
+#(t, t’) if and only if Pm(t) = t’. 
The rest of this section is devoted to a sketch of the proof. For the general outline, 
which we give first, we assume that formulas and proofs can be coded into S,; in 
particular, if 4 is a formula we denote the string into which it is coded by ‘4’. Later 
we discuss actual codings, and the terms “scan,” “substitute,” “code of a term,” and 
“code of proof.” 
For a formula ((x1, x2) that defines a function, P, on input t is to behave as 
follows: 
(1) Assume t is in X0, compute ‘t’ and put it in X, . 
(2) Construct ‘4(x,, x2)’ and put it in X,. 
(3) Substitute t for xi in #(xi, x2) and put ‘q3(t, x2)’ in X,. 
(4) Generate S,: for each t’ output 
(a) see if it is the code of a proof, if not go to 4; 
(b) pick off the code of the last formula, call it rd’l; 
(c) compare r#‘l with ‘#(t, x2)’ with respect to X,, that is, roughly: scan 
them in parallel from right to left, if there is a disagreement at a place 
other than an occurrence of ‘x,‘, then go to 4, else at the first ‘x2’ 
encountered, store the corresponding term of r$‘l in X,; whenever 
a further ‘x2’ is encountered, if the corresponding term of r$‘l 
equals X, continue, else go to 4; 
(d) if the parallel scan ends simultaneously, decode X,, print the result 
and halt, else go to 4. 
It is clear that if such a program can be realized, then it satisfies the claims of the 
theorem. So, once we are sure all the problems inherent in the outline can be resolved, 
Theorem 7.2 will have been established. That S, can be generated was mentioned in 
Item 47. We consider briefly the main problems. 
Coding. Consider all the types of symbols in the language LS,[*], e.g., variable, 
-+, *, S,, /1. Choose a natural number p large enough to establish a one-one 
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correspondence between these types and some strings in S,{S,, S,JpS,. (Note that 
‘c’# t, but it is (or soon will be) clear that there is a coding program C E PS, such 
that C(t) = ‘t’ and a decoding program D such that for t E S,, if t’ = ‘f’, then 
D(P)= t.) Let ‘z.‘, '-+l, '*', 'S,', r /i ' , etc. denote the strings established by the 
correspondence. For each i, the individual variable xi is coded into Sf’u? the code of 
formulas is then defined inductively. Suppose $,,,..., di,..., 4, is a proof, then its code is 
to be rd,,lS,S~S, -.. S;S,r$i7S,Sz ..a ‘#,,‘S,S;(A), where q = p + 2. 
Scan X from right to left is to build up ever longer initial substrings of X, as 
follows: 
WHILE X > Y DO 
7-c s,(Y) 
IFX>TTHENY+T 
ELSE Y t S,(Y). 
Generally this routine will be broken into to look for certain kinds of subwords that 
may occur as Y is being built. 
Substitute t for x, in 4(x,, xJ. Suppose the strings ‘t’ and ‘#(x1, x2)’ are in 
registers X, and X,, respectively. The idea is to construct two strings, one in register 
Y and one in register 2, by scanning X,, so that the loop invariant is X, > Y, and Y 
and Z are the same except that Z will have ‘t’ in place of ‘x,? To do this, scan X, 
and be alert for the substring ‘x1’. Thus, as X, is scanned, copy each scanned 
symbol, cumulatively, into Y and Z except when ‘xl1 is encountered. In that case, 
continue the copying of X, into Y, but copy ‘t’ into Z next to the current contents of 
Z. 
Is a term the code a formula? A program to do this involves checking for terms, 
checking for atomic formulas, checking for (d, A q5*) etc., while keeping track of all 
the parentheses. For example, CHECK FOR TERM, is basically a scan in 
increments of length p + 2, except when alerted by an occurrence of ‘v? These 
increments are checked against the identifiers. The code of a term must begin on the 
right with some string of r)l which must be counted. The next thing to the left must 
be ‘/i’ or rxT, and then r(l. For that r(7 the count of ‘)“s must be decreased by 1. 
Thereafter, to the left of r(l must be ‘(S,‘, ‘(S,‘, or ‘*‘. For the first two, stay inside 
CHECK TERM, for the latter, start the loop over. The other cases are similar. 
Is a term the code of a proof! Look for substrings of S,‘s of exactly length q; 
there should be none longer. Check that the strings between these are codes of 
formulas. If successful, start with the rightmost term that codes a formula to see if 
that formula is an axiom. Working leftward, check each formula for being an axiom 
and if not, whether it follows from formulas to its right by modus ponens or universal 
generalization. That all this can be done is clear; that it would be tedious to do is 
also clear. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
In these pages we have presented what is, in our view, a natural formulation of 
computability on term algebras. As we pointed out in our survey section, we deal 
with instances of term algebras all the time, and so a comprehensive view of how to 
think about them is appropriate. We have shown how our formulation fits into and 
extends well-known ideas from logic and recursive function theory, and some basic 
notions about complexity. Our investigations into subclasses of the Turing 
computable functions for a term algebra led us to results that differ from those for the 
Turing computable functions. These new kinds of results led us, in term, to notice 
several features that provide new characterizations of a Turing computable class of 
functions, and that cause a reconsideration of the meaning of the notions of 
generatable and recursively enumerable. Indeed, the very assumption that the domain 
over which one is computing can be generated easily has been called into question. 
What sets a class of programs can generate, turns out to be a interesting measure of 
the power of the class, and simultaneously, of the complexity of the set. 
Our proofs have included many techniques, some quite standard, some fairly new, 
and some altogether new. We think that the technical investigations into the workings 
of some of the subclasses of PB[R, L] give a lot of information about how to think 
about programs and how to work with binary trees. There is often considerably more 
information in the proofs than actually shows up in the statement of the theorems. 
In obtaining our results we were led naturally into certain issues concerning 
complexity-both complexity of terms themselves and, thereby, complexity of 
programs. Our current work is going in that direction. However, equally interesting, 
and certainly necessary before our investigation of term algebras can be trully 
comprehensive, is the problem of how to formulate a notion of computability over 
equivalence classes of term algebras. Although we have given some though to this 
problem, we have no serious notion as to how to proceed. 
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